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ABSTRACT 

Previous research suggested the possibility that northern hrushtail possums 

Trichosurus vulpecula arnhemensis (possum) and black-footed tree-rats 

Meseinbrioinvs goulthi (tree-rat) may compete for limited hollow availability in 

patches of woodland. The aim of this study was to examine this possibility by firstly 

quantifying the densities and dimensions of hollows and hollow-hearing tree 

characteristics, and the densities of possums and tree-rats in patches and continuous 

woodland. By comparing the dimensions of hollows preferred by possums and tree-

rats between patches and continuous woodland areas, and variation in hollow 

selection, evidence of limited hollow availability and competition for preferred 

hollows may he revealed. Specifically I examined the hypothesis: do possums and 

tree-rats choose significantly different hollow dimensions when hollows are in 

limited supply? 

Hollow bearing tree (15 ha') densities were approximately equivalent in patches and 

continuous areas. Possum densities were significantly higher in patches (3 ha') 

compared to continuous areas (0.6 ha'). Tree-rat densities were equivalent in both 

areas (0.11 ha'). There were 25 hollow-hearing trees available per animal in 

continuous areas, and 4 in patches, suggesting a large reduction in potential hollow 

availability in patches. Possums and tree-rats chose similar hollow dimensions (12 

cm and 11 cm entrance width respectively) in trees with similar characteristics in 

continuous areas and chose significantly different hollow dimensions (11 cm and 6 

cm entrance width respectively) in patches. Possums showed significant differences 

in den selection behaviour in patches, as fewer hollows were used by individuals and 

sharing of hollows with other possums was significantly greater. 

I conclude that when possum densities are high and hollow availability low, possums 

and tree-rats compete for preferred hollows. Possums out-compete tree-rats for 

preferred hollow dimensions, hence tree-rats being the smaller animal are relegated 

to using smaller hollows outside the range of dimensions that possums can utilise. 
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Hollow-bearing tree characteristics used by possums and tree-rats were identified 

using logistic regression models. The significant tree characteristics; trunk hollows, 

canopy width and major branch number, were the same for both species. The models 

can he used to assist identification of potential habitat trees on ground surveys. 

Estimating the occurrence of hollows from a ground based survey is applicable in 

savanna woodland because hollows were successfully identified using this method 

on 78% of occasions. 
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CHAPTER 1 GENERAL INTRODUCTION 

1.1 BACKGROUND 

Hollows are an important resource for wildlife world wide. Some species depend 

heavily on the access to hollows for survival (Smith and Lindenmayer 1988, Kerle 

1985). The relative incidence of hollow use by vertebrate fauna is greatest on the 

Australian continent (Newton 1998). Hollows are used for shelter from predators, 

secure sites for rearing young, and shelter from adverse weather. Hollow densities 

and hence processes for the formation and loss of hollows, strongly influence the 

quality of forest and woodland habitats for many such species. The formation of 

hollows and their subsequent densities are controlled by many environmental factors, 

and can therefore be expected to fluctuate over time (Inions et al. 1989). 

In addition to this natural variation, land clearing for agriculture, logging and human 

settlement have had far reaching impacts on the availability of hollow trees for fauna, 

in Australia and many other parts of the world. At a landscape scale, land clearing 

often leaves a patchwork of natural to semi-natural woodland or forest and a matrix 

of alternative land uses (Burgman and Lindenmayer 1998). 

However, the detail of land clearing is varied. In low impact grazing systems 

woodlands and forests may be thinned out, or extensively altered without a clear 

distinction between areas of natural and altered vegetation assemblages. In high 

intensity farming and urban settlement, patches of natural vegetation can be found 

inter-dispersed with comprehensively altered land. Within a patch of remnant 

woodland or forest the nature and extent of change can alter through time. Edge 

effects increase the chances of weed invasions, with a break down of forest dynamics 

so that native trees are not replaced as they are lost. Within a patch the assemblage of 

vertebrate fauna can also change dramatically through time. Species requiring large 

home ranges may disappear, and other species increase in abundance (Bennett 1990). 

Such change in vertebrate fauna has been correlated to patch size, isolation of a patch 

from other patches, and time since clearing (Burgman and Lindenmayer 1998). 
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Some species may do well if released from competition for a resource or from a 

predator, or if able to exploit increased abundance of some food reserves associated 

with the human presence (Dehinski and Holt 2000). 

The factors that influence the ability of a species to persist in a fragmented 

environment can he analysed with the framework provided by meta-population 

theory. Meta-population theory applies where a population can he reasonably treated 

as distinct sub-populations occurring in favourable habitat patches that are physically 

and ecologically separated to varying degrees. Movement and interaction within 

patches is treated as effectively unconstrained, while movement between patches and 

hence between sub-populations is less common. Sub-populations in smaller, more 

isolated patches are more vulnerable to local extinction under unfavourable 

circumstances, but may he "rescued" if patches are recolonised from other sub-

populations (Burgman and Lindenmayer 1998). In fragmented forests, the 

availability of hollows may he a critical determinant of habitat quality (Gibbons and 

Lindenmayer 2002), the size of the sub-populations that can persist in particular 

patches, and hence their vulnerability to local extinction through demographic 

stochastity, environmental stochastity or adverse genetic change (Friend I 987a, 

Frankham 1995). 

Corridors have been suggested by many as an answer for aiding dispersal of fauna 

between patches of remnant vegetation. Corridors may also have potential 

disadvantages, such as facilitating the spread of weeds, pest animals and fire 

(Burgman and Lindenmayer 1998), but on balance their use is favoured by wildlife 

managers. Arboreal animal movements may become less restricted by promoting or 

retaining hollow-hearing trees within corridors. 

In areas of Australian eucalypt forests and woodlands, where logging intensity and 

clearing for agricultural development is high, many studies have focused on 

identifying the hollow dimensions and tree characteristics required by vertebrate 

fauna (Saunders ci al. 1982, Oldroyd 1994, Inions ci al. 1989. Whitford and 

Williams 2002, Gibbons et al. 2002. Whitford 2001, Lindenmayer etal. 1990, 1996). 

These studies have aimed to identify the densities of hollows needed to maintain 

native fauna populations within an area. 
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There are many factors reducing the accuracy of quantifying the hollow needs of 

fauna, including errors in judging the actual dimensions of hollows from ground 

surveys (Mackowski 1984). Moreover, interpretation of even highly accurate surveys 

can he ambiguous if the way in which fauna choose and use hollows is not well 

understood, and their ability to adapt their behaviour to changing hollow availability 

is unknown (Green 1984). For example the common brushtail possum Trichosurus 

'ulpecula has an adaptable nature and is one of the Australian marsupials that have 

increased densities in some disturbed landscapes. There have also been reports that 

possums are capable of out-competing other fauna for hollows, in areas where 

hollows are thought to have become a limited and potential limiting resource 

(Garnett ci a! 1999, Menkhorst 1984). 

FOCUSING ON THE NORTHERN TERRITORY 

The black-footed tree-rat Mesenthriomvs gouldii (tree-rat) is distributed throughout 

eucalypt forests and woodlands of the north-west Kimberley, the "Top End" of the 

Northern Territory (NT), and Cape York, with separate subspecies in each region 

(Calahy 1983). Recently it is believed to he contracting in range in semi-arid parts of 

Queensland and Western Australia (Lee 1995), but remains locally common in the 

NT (Woinarski 2000). The northern brushtail possum Trichosurits i'ulpecula 

arnhemensis (possum) occurs in the north of the NT and Western Australia, and is a 

sub-species of the common brushtail possum (Kerle et al. 1991). 

Differences in the rates of land clearing between the NT and Queensland are 

dramatic. Between 1990 and 1995, 16 500 ha were cleared for agricultural, grazing 

and urban development in the NT compared to 992 300 ha for Queensland (Barson et 

al. 2000). Although the intensity of clearing for agriculture is low in most parts of the 

NT, around the Darwin and Katherine regions it is becoming increasingly 

pronounced. 

The Litchfield shire is a rural region of Darwin that has recently been developed for 

intensive agricultural uses. Before the development of Litchfield shire, the vegetation 

consisted of large continuous areas of Eucalypt open forest/woodland dominated by 

Eucalyptus tetrodonta (Stringybark) and Eucalyptus ininiata (Woollybutt) with a 
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grass understorey (Bowman 2000). Today. Litchfield is a patchwork of tropical 

orchards and patches of remnant woodland contained on privately own land, 

surrounded by relatively undisturbed continuous Eucalypt woodland. Recent human 

development in this area has created a Linique setting for researching the impacts of 

fragmentation on vertebrate fauna, as patches of remnant woodland may be 

compared to nearby continuous woodland. High intensity farming has reduced native 

habitat, increased episodic bursts of food from orchards and urban waste, and added 

domestic cats and dogs. The majority of clearing has only been carried out in the last 

30 years. Many patches have been protected from fire that occurs frequently in close 

by uncleared areas. 

A study begun in 2001 looks at the possible impacts of fragmentation on fauna in the 

rural region of Darwin in the Northern Territory (Rankmore and Price 2001). The 

impacts of fragmentation on vertebrate fauna were identified by comparing the 

abundance of vertebrate fauna in remnant patches of woodland to nearby continuous 

areas of woodland. The preliminary results suggest that possum densities were 

considerably higher in patches compared to continuous forest. Tree-rats were found 

in both the patches and continuous woodland areas. Based on assumptions that 

possums and tree-rats are approximately the same size and use predominantly tree 

hollows for den sites, Rankrnore and Price (2001) suggested there might be 

competition for tree hollows between possums and tree-rats in patches of woodland. 

My study explores that hypothesis. 

1.2 GENERAL AIMS 

There are two aims to this study. The first aim is to validate the applicability of using 

a ground based survey to identify hollows and hollow-bearing trees that are utilised 

by mammals as shelter in savanna woodland. 

The second aim of this study is to examine the proposition that northern brushtail 

possums and black-footed tree rats are competing for den trees. It takes advantage of 

the great variation in densities of possums found during earlier studies to test the 

hypothesis that competition is more intense when animal densities are higher, hence 
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reducing availability of tree hollows. Consequently it is predicted that competition is 

greater in patches of woodland compared to nearby continuous areas of woodland. 

To demonstrate competition between possums and tree-rats for den trees. 2 

prerequisites would have to be met. 

Possums and tree-rats would show considerable overlap in the dimensions of den 

trees chosen when den trees were not a limiting resource (at low animal densities). 

The combined densities of possums and tree-rats would need to be high relative 

to densities of suitable den trees in some woodland areas. 

If the above 2 prerequisites are met, then competition may be revealed by comparing 

changes in animal behaviour (i.e. den selection) between areas of high and low den 

tree availability. The following would be evidence of changes in den selection 

hehaviour,  

Variation between species in the features of hollow trees, particularly the 

dimensions of the hollows used, in areas where den trees are limiting, with the 

dominant species showing less variation than the inferior competitor. 

Possums and/or tree-rats may use fewer den trees and share den trees with other 

individuals more often when den trees are potentially limiting. 

Possums and/or tree-rats may use non-preferred forms of shelter when den trees 

are potentially limiting. 

1.3 GENERAL METHODS 

In order to quantify the requirements for both of the aims, this study was conducted 

in 3 components. Terminology used throughout this study is summarised below 
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Continuous = The woodland environment surrounding the area cleared for rural 

development in the Litchfield shire, which consists of a large unbroken (i.e. 

continuous) tract of woodland. 

Den tree = Any hollow-bearing tree confirmed to he used as a den site by either 

possums or tree-rats during the radio tracking procedure carried out in study 3. 

Hollow-hearing tree = Any tree with a visible hollow apparently greater than 10 cm 

deep, observed from a ground survey carried out in study 1. 

Patch = A remnant patch of woodland that was once part of a continuous woodland 

environment in the Litchfield shire, but has been isolated from the surrounding 

continuous woodland by land clearing for rural development. 

Potential habitat tree = Any hollow-bearing tree with at least I hollow with a 

minimum entrance width >5 cm in diameter, judged from a ground survey carried 

out in study 1 

Details of the studies are presented as follows: 

Chapter 2. The first component looks at estimating the occurrence of hollows in trees 

and densities of hollow-hearing trees. Hollows, and hollow-hearing tree densities are 

estimated by carrying out a ground based survey, in 3 patches and 2 continuous 

woodland sites within the Litchfield shire. The applicability of the ground based 

survey techniques validated by climbing a subset of trees to verify the predicted 

presence of hollows from the ground survey. 

Chapter 3. The second component estimates possum and tree-rat densities in the 

same 3 patches and 2 continuous sites mentioned in component 1. 

Chapter 4. The third component looks at identifying a representative sample of den 

sites used by possums and tree-rats in the same 3 patches and 2 continuous sites as 

mentioned in component 1. The den trees used by possums and tree-rats are 

described in terms of hollow dimensions and associated tree characters. The 

information gathered in components I and 2 is combined with component 3 to 

it; 



provide evidence of competition between possums and tree-rats. The results of 

components I and 2 are combined to give estimates of potential habitat tree 

availability relative to animal densities for each of the 3 patches and 2 continuous 

sites. Evidence of competition (A) is sought in comparisons of the dimensions of 

hollows and den tree characteristics used by possums and tree-rats (estimated in 

component 3) in areas of high and low potential habitat tree availability. Evidence of 

competition (B and C) may he revealed by comparing differences in den selections 

(estimated in component 3) of possums and tree-rats between areas of high and low 

potential habitat tree availability. 
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CHAPTER 2 HOLLOW BEARING TREES 

2.1 INTRODUCTION 

Many studies have shown that fauna select hollows based on the various dimensions 

of the hollow (Whitford 2001). Hollows encompass a much broader range of 

dimensions than can be used by fauna, so that only a proportion of the total number 

of hollow trees are used. In order to identify trees likely to he used by fauna, an 

understanding of hollow formation is useful. This chapter deals with the incidence of 

hollows of various types and sizes, in forest/woodlands within the Darwin region, 

and relates structural characteristics of trees to the presence of hollows to form a 

conceptual model of hollow formation. 

2.1.1 HOLLOW FORMATION 

For Eucalypt species, hollow formation is often initiated in trees suffering direct or 

physiological stress such as, wind storm, fire or nutrient deficiency (Gibbons and 

Lindenmayer 2002). For example higher densities of hollows were found in trees on 

the edge of their physiological limits. This occurred at the ecotone between Mountain 

Ash Eucalyptus regnans at its upper elevation threshold and Alpine Ash Eucalyptus 

dc/c gate/isis at its lower elevation threshold, where both species have more hollows 

(Lindenmayer et al. 2000). 

Once a tree is under stress, decay-causing organisms may attack its heartwood. 

Typically, decay starts in the main stem (trunk) heartwood, first by fungal invasion 

which may be followed by termites which continue the process of decay (Wilkes 

1982). Decay is stopped where heartwood (dead tissue) meets sapwood (living 

tissue). Sapwood is living tissue that is able to form physical barriers and produce 

antibiotics to stop further invasion into the living tissue of a tree (Wilkes 1985). 

Heartwood is dead tissue and not so readily protected once invasion has occurred, 

Lisually from a crack forming in the heartwood. 



Termites invade the inner heartwood of the main stem by gaining entry from a fire 

scar close to the ground or through scars formed on the dropping of branches. 

Termites excavate a hollow pipe up a tree, which can expand to the outer heartwood 

and heartwood of branches. Hollows occur when decay or hollowing by termites has 

undermined the strength of a branch and it breaks under its own weight or in a storm, 

exposing the internal hollow pipe. The decayed material present in the pipe that has 

been exposed by the formation of a hollow may be drained away by water, excavated 

by animals or consumed by fire to ultimately form a substantial cavity (Mackowski 

1984, Gibbons and Lindenmayer 2002). 

There are four general classes or forms of hollow 

I. branch hollows 

main stem (trunk) hollows 

fire scaly' hollows occurring at the base of a tree 

fissures that are the result of the trunk or large branch twisting in high wind and 

creating a long slender crack. 

Many studies relating tree characters and hollow occurrence have been carried out: 

locations range from forests in South-east Queensland, south to Victoria and in 

South-west Western Australia. Generally results show that hollow formation varies 

in incidence and character among tree species (Lindenmayer et al. 1993, Bennett et 

al. 1994). Hollow occurrence can be related to canopy condition (Lindenmayer et al. 

1993), presence of fire scars (Inions et al. 1989), tree age (Whitford and Williams 

2002) and most significantly tree diameter (Mackowski 1984 , Lindenmayer ci al. 

1993. Gibbons ci al. 2000). Gibbons and Lindenmayer (2002) synthesised a range of 

studies to reveal hollow incidence was greatest at 67% of the maximum tree diameter 

reached by any tree species. Heartwood decay may happen at any stage of tree 

development, although the transition from heartwood decay to hollow formation is 

found mostly in the mid to late stage of tree development. This is because small tree 

diameter hollows can be occluded by the surrounding sapwood if the exposed 

heartwood area is not large (Gibbons and Lindenmayer 2002). 
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2.1.2 DENSITIES OF HOLLOWS 

The density of hollow-bearing trees varies in different vegetation communities. For 

example, Gibbons and Lindenmayer (2002) summarised 29 individual studies of 

densities of hollow-hearing trees for southern Australian forests and woodlands. The 

number of hollow hearing trees per ha varied from 1-3 in temperate and subtropical 

rainforest, to 7-17 in Eucalypt woodland and 13-27 in Eucalypt temperate forests. 

These findings reflect in part the general observation that hollows form more 

frequently in Eucalypts, which are the dominant species in dry forests and 

woodlands, compared to mesic tree species in rainforests throughout Australia. 

FIRE AND DISTURBANCE 

The age structure of forest or woodland will fluctuate considerably in areas with 

different disturbance histories (fire, wind, human)(Gihbons and Lindenmayer 2002). 

A recently disturbed (eg wild-fire) forest or woodland area will have increased 

densities of juvenile trees and reduced mature tree densities. As hollow formation is 

related to the age of trees, hollow densities will also fluctuate with disturbance. High 

intensity fire may also change the frequency of hollow formation over short time 

periods. Inions et al. (1989) found in south-west Australian forests, by comparing a 

burnt and unburnt area for three years, densities of hollow trees in the burnt area 

were reduced directly after a high intensity fire compared to the unburnt area. Three 

years after the fire, densities of hollow trees in the burnt area were three times higher 

than the unburnt area which remained at a constant density over the same period. The 

age at which hollows formed in a tree was reduced by 100 years after the fire 

compared to time of hollow formation before the fire. 

One obvious force changing the densities of hollow hearing trees is land clearing for 

agriculture and urban development. An estimated 2 to 3 large trees ha (i.e. potential 

hollow-hearing trees) remain in paddocks in northern Victoria and the south-west 

slopes of NSW (Gibbons and Lindenmayer 2002, Soderquist et (1!. 1999). In contrast, 

hollow hearing tree densities for the northern plains of Victoria in remnant woodland 

were at 17 ha1  (Bennett et al. 1994). 
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2.1.3 ESTIMATING HOLLOW INCIDENCE 

Hollows can he difficult to see from the ground. Detecting the occurrence and 

estimating the size of hollows from the ground will vary according to many factors. 

Difficulties in judging hollow presence rises with increasing tree diameter, tree 

height and with the location of the hollow in the canopy. Branch hollows in tall trees 

of large diameters can be particularly difficult to assess, while large trunk hollows 

are easier to detect (Mackowski 1987). 

Once a hollow is detected, it is usually possible to make an estimate of entrance 

width from a position on the ground. The quality of estimates will vary with distance 

of observer from the hollow and has led some to quantify distances using optical 

range finders, and/or practising visual assessments by estimating the diameter of 

shaded circles of known diameter on paper at varying distances (Soderquist and Lee 

1994). 

Another important issue in the context of this study, is that conspicuousness or the 

diameter of hollow entrance width is not strongly correlated with hollow depth 

(Gibbons ci al. 2000). This has lead to studies estimating the size and presence of 

hollows from ground based surveys and then climbing or felling trees for 

confirmation of hollow occurrence and dimensions. Then ratios of numbers and 

types of hollows observed from the ground to actual hollow dimensions and types 

can be calculated to assist in estimating hollow densities from ground surveys 

(Mackowski 1987, Braithwaite etal. 1984, Gibbons 1999). 

Harper (2002) found acceptable results can he obtained by climbing and confirming 

hollow predictions for one tree in every 4-8 surveyed from the ground. The study 

was carried out for a large range of novice to experienced hollow assessors. He found 

no variation in the rates of correct identification of hollows with tree size, hollow 

size or hollow location. 

Forest with a mid-storey can reduce rates of hollow recognition, especially 

identifying branch hollows in tall trees. Woodland trees have discrete separated 
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crowns, are shorter and rarely have a mid-storey, making identifications and 
estimations of hollow occurrence more reliable (Gibbons and Lindenmayer 2002). 

The gradual decline of a tree's crown stracture is strongly correlated with hollow 
occurrence. Visually estimating hollows from ground surveys is difficult. These two 
facts have led to researchers using logistic regression models to predict the 
occurrence of hollows from visually obvious tree crown structures (Whitford and 
Williams 2002). Gibbons and Lindenmayer (2002) tested the accuracy of a model 
using tree diameter and a categorical measure of canopy condition to predict the 
occurrence of hollows. They found that it correctly predicted the occurrence of a 
hollow in a tree on 60% of occasions, and correctly predicted that a hollow would 
not occur in trees on 96% of occasions. 

Earlier studies categorised the maturation and senescence of a tree (Smith and 
Lindenmayer 1988) as shown in figure 2.1. The proportions of hollows occurring 
within trees of the different categories were found to increase from categories 1 to 7 
(Gibbons and Lindenmayer 2002). 

Form 1 2 3 -4 5 6 7 
Groupi 2 3 4 

FIGIJRE 2.1. The categorisation of tree form with increasing senescence, branch 
loss, and windthrow (Smith and Lindenmayer 1988). 
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In addition, researchers have been able to relate the densities of hollow-bearing trees 

to topographic position within the forests of central Victoria (Lindenmayer et a! 

1991). Combining tree categories and landscape attributes associated with the 

presence of hollows has permitted the use of aerial mapping and high-resolution 

satellite imagery for identification of growth stages and old growth areas within 

forests (Woodgate et al. 1994). As hollow occurrence is strongly related to mature 

stands of trees, mapping from aerial photographs and satellite imagery will also 

locate areas of high hollow-bearing tree densities. 

2.1.4 NT SAVANNAS AND HOLLOW FORMATION 

In the wet-dry tropical regions of the NT, forests and woodlands are dominated by 

two tree species, Eucalyptus tetrodonta (Darwin Stringybark) and Eucalyptus 

into lata (Darwin Woollyhutt) over an area of approximately 180,000km2  (Woinarski, 

in press). These forests and woodlands have a lesser overall hiomass of 42 to 72 

tonnes per hectare (O'Grady et al. 2000) compared to temperate eucalypt forests 

ranging from 325 to 492 tonnes per hectare (Williams and Brooker 1997). A high 

invertebrate (termite) diversity and abundance (Andersen and Lonsdale 1991), poor 

soils and seasonal drought for 8-9 months of the year which results in regular fire are 

related to seemingly prevalent hollow formation in Woollybutt and to a less extent 

Stringyhark. Tree piping is caused mainly by one species of the live-wood feeder 

termites, Coplotermes acinacifi.rmis (Fox and Clark 1972). 

Fire is frequent in northern forests/woodlands, with high intensity late dry season 

fires capable of reaching into the canopy of large old trees, and early dry season, low 

intensity fires causing less damage to trees (Williams et al. 1999). Although large 

fire-killed trees may remain standing for many decades after fire, in general wild-

fires lead to marked reductions in hollow availability in Eucalypt formations 

(Woinarski et al. 1997). 

2.1.5 AIMS 

The aims of this chapter are to quantify the densities of hollows and hollow-bearing 

trees, validate the technique used to quantify these densities and to asses the 
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applicability of using regression models to help predict the occurrence of hollows 

and hollow-hearing trees in eucalypt open forest/woodlands of the Darwin region. 

What are the densities of hollows and hollow-hearing trees in patches and continuous 

areas of woodland? 

Are densities of hollows or hollow-hearing trees significantly different hetween 

patches and continuous woodland? 

What tree characters are significant predictors of the number of hollows in a tree? 

2.2 METHODS 

2.2.1 LOCATION 

The study site is in the rural shire of Darwin called Litchfield, approximately 50 km 

south-east of Darwin, NT, Australia. All sites in this study are dominated by a tall 

over-storey of Darwin Woollybutt Eucalyptus niuliata and Darwin Stringyhark 

Eucalyptus tetrodonta and a mid-storey of Cooktown Ironwood Erythrophleurn 

chlorostachvs (Ironwood). Three patches and two continuous woodland sites were 

chosen. Continuous site 2 was included for this study. All sites are found within a 50 

km radius of each other. The three patches have been isolated from continuous 

woodland for approximately 10 to 30 yrs. They have been isolated by orchards 

(mostly mango), roads, and semi-urban development on large privately own blocks 

(2-20 ha). The two continuous sites are part of continuous woodland that surrounds 

the orchards and urban development of Litchfield shire. 

2.2.2 GROUND BASED SURVEYS OF HOLLOW OCCURRENCE 

AND DIMENSIONS 

Approximately 5% of each study site area was sampled using plots of 25 mx 20 m 

(0.05 ha). Each site was divided into evenly spaced sections that were equal to the 
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number of sampling plots needed to sample approximately 5% of each site (table 

2.1). Then within each section a plot was placed randomly. 

TABLE 2.1. The percentage of each site surveyed for hollow bearing trees, for the 

two continuous sites and three patches of forest for this study. Plot size is 25 m x 20 

M. 

Continuous Patches 
Site I site 2 site 1 site 2 site3 

Number of 30 30 16 12 7 
plots 

Total area 1.5 1.5 0.8 0.6 0.35 
of plots 
(hectares) 

Site areas 57 40 16 12 7 
(hectares) 

Percentage of 4 5 6 6 5 
area sampled 

Within each sampling plot, all trees greater than 20cm in diameter at breast height 

(DBH) were described from a ground based survey, including the following tree 

characteristics 

The number of trunk hollows 

The number of branch hollows 

The minimum dimension, however oriented for the entrance diameter of a hollow 

in 4 classes (0-5 cm. 6-10 cm. 11-20 cm and >20 cm) 

Tree height (m) 

Trunk height (m) 

Diameter at breast height (DBH)(cm) 

Canopy width (m) 

First order branching. The number of major branches connected to the main trunk 

(>10cm diameter at base of major branch) 

Second order branching. The number of minor branches (<10 cm diameter at base 

of minor branch) that are attached to first order or major branches 

The number of dead branches (>5 cm at base of dead branch) 

The number of snapped larger branches (>10 cm at base of snapped branch) 
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The presence/absence of a termite mound at the base of the tree 

Tree species 

2.2.3 MEASURED HOLLOWS 

A subset of trees that were part of the ground survey were climbed to confirm the 

presence or absence of hollows as identified from the ground. All hollows were 

measured for the minimum entrance width and depth. Trunk and branch openings 

were classed as hollows if they were deeper than 10cm. 

Thirty one trees were climbed out of a total 215 trees for which estimates were made 

(from the (yround) of the number of hollows they possessed. A wide selection of trees 

were randomly climbed. This included trees with none to many hollows, and a wide 

range of hollow heights and tree diameters. The three dominant tree species climbed 

were Woollyhutt, Stringyhark and Ironwood. 

Physically confirming the number of hollows estimated from the ground resulted in a 

correction factor being calculated. The correction factor gave an overall summary of 

whether hollow occurrence was under or over estimated in the ground survey. 

2.2.4 DENSITY ESTIMATES 

Densities of hollows ha were then calculated using the correction factor for errors 

and the average number of hollows counted in plots for each site. Densities for 

hollow-bearing trees and the five tree hollow categories were calculated using the 

same formula. 

Average number of hollows per plot (0.05ha) x 20 x correction factor. 



2.2.5 STATISTICS 

DENSITIES 

The occurrence of hollow-hearing trees in an open forest/woodland environment is 

not evenly spaced. They tend to be clumped into patches throughout the 

forest/woodland resulting in skewed distributions of counts. Accordingly non-

parametric analysis was used. Statistica (Statsoft Inc.) was used for all analyses. 

TREE CHARACTERS 

Associations between tree characters and the number of hollows 

Ramsey and Schafer (1997) suggest using the Poisson distribution for analysis of 

counts. Data on the numbers of hollows in individual trees consist of discrete counts. 

The majority of trees possessed no hollows (figure 2.2) with an average of 0.77 and 

standard deviation of 1 . 1. When testing the distribution of my data to that of an 

expected Poisson distribution (figure A.4) the distributions are of similar shape but 

were found to be statistically different (X 2  = 32, df = 2, p< 0.01). Further testing 

revealed that my data set statistically follows a geometric distribution (x2 = 4.3, df = 

2, p = 0.23). The Generalised Linear Model in STATISTICA using a Poisson error 

distribution and log link was chosen as the best option available for the analysis of 

relationships between estimated hollow numbers per tree and other features. The tree 

characters measured were a combination of counts, binary and continuous 

measurements. 
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FIGURE 2.2. Frequency distribution of the number of hollows occurring in trees 

within my study sites, for trees greater than 20 cm in diameter. 

Tree characters (111(1 the presence/absence of hollows 

A binomial distribution (0 = no hollow present, 1 = hollow present) with a logit link 

was used in a generalised linear model to analyse the same predictor tree characters 

mentioned in the Poisson analysis. Comparing trees having any number of hollows 

with those having none. 

Model Building 

The same model building process was used for both the presence/absence of hollows 

and the number of hollows analyses. I used the backward stepwise removal of non-

significant variables set at p = 0.05. A model was then made keeping only the 

significant variables, that were judged not highly correlated to other variables. An r-

value greater than ± 0.30 was judged as excessive from a correlation matrix (table 

2.10). The residuals were analysed to assess the fit of models (figures A.l, 2 and 3) 

and by comparing observed and fitted values. A goodness of fit test was used to 

assess the appropriateness of the models. 

140 

120 

iI 
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TREE HOLLOW FORMATION AND STRUCTURAL DECLINE 

A Process Model 

Understanding the relationship between the number of hollows a tree possesses and 

the accompanying tree structural characters, may he improved by classing hollows 

by their location within a tree. The genesis for this idea stems from previous studies 

suggesting that branch hollow formation may precede trunk hollow formation 

(Mackowski 1984). Thus the presence of a hollow in the trunk indicates a more 

advanced stage of structural modification than do hollows in branches. 

In order to classify into groups the varying extent of structural modification that 

results in the creation of hollows, I chose to derive an index of structural 

modification based on the number and location of hollows found in a tree. The 

Hollow Index is based on the number of branch hollows, plus an additional value for 

trunk hollows weighted heavily relative to branch hollows. To derive this index, I 

chose to multiply the number of trunk hollows by 8, effectively classifying trunk 

hollows as a very advanced stage of hollow formation. This choice was consistent 

with my observation that trees with more than 7 branch hollows invariably also 

possessed a trunk hollow. The distribution of the index in relation to the observed 

numbers and types of hollows is shown in figure 2.3. 

The number of hollows in = the number of trunk hollows + 
a tree (figure 2.2). the number of branch hollows 

The process model (figure 2.3) = 8 x the number of trunk hollows + 

the number of branch hollows 
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FIGURE 2.3. The Hollow Index (weighted number of hollows a tree contains) 

separating trees without hollows, trees with only branch hollows and trees possessing 

trunk hollows (often in addition to branch hollows). Derived from all trees greater 

than 20cm in diameter measured within my study sites. 

Applying the hollows index to derive a regression model, 

Dependant variable = predictor variables 1, 2... etc. 

II 

Hollows Index = tree diameter + canopy width + major branches ... etc. 

allows me to relate the degree of internal structural modification of the tree to other 

variables that can be observed from the exterior of the tree from the ground. 
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2.2.6 TREE HOLLOW CATEGORIES 

To assist in rapid field identification of hollow-hearing trees, a formula was derived 

to categorise trees using characters incorporated in the regression models (see 

results). The formula below follows the "process model" outlined earlier assuming a 

natural progression from branch hollow to trunk hollow formation. Further, the 

model observes that as hollow numbers increase, canopy width decreases because 

branches have been shed, creating the hollows. Canopy width was included in the 

formula as it was highly correlated with hollow formation in all statistical models 

and is the easiest tree character to rapidly observe and measure in the field. 

Equation 1 Log[(2((8xTr)+Br)+O. 1)/ canopy] 

Tr = number of trunk hollows 

Br = number of branch hollows 

Canopy = canopy width in meters 

When this formula is applied to a tree, a numerical value is given, creating an index 

of hollow formation between —6 and + 4, which is based on the number of trunk and 

branch hollows and the canopy width of an individual tree. From this, five 

progressive categories were identified with thresholds at —4, 0, 1, 2. Each category 

possesses different tree characters. 

Category 1. (less than —4), separates all trees without hollows 

Category 2. (greater than or equal to —4 and less than 0). Separates all trees 

possessing only branch hollows 

Category 3. (greater than or equal to 0 and less than or equal to 1). Separates all 

trees with at least one trunk hollow and a large canopy width (>8 meters) 

Category 4. (greater than 1 and less than or equal to 2). Separates trees with 

multiple hollows (including at least one trunk hollow) and moderate canopy width (< 

8 meters) 
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Category 5. Greater than 2, isolates trees with multiple hollows (including at least 

one trunk hollow) and a low canopy width (<4 meters) 

The formula was applied to all trees surveyed in this study (including trees that were 

identified as den trees used by possums and tree-rats). The average values for tree 

characters given below were calculated for each category, then an illustration was 

drawn to scale to further assist in identifying trees in each category. 

trunk hollow count 

branch hollow count 

internal width of hollow in trunk (cm) (measured only for trees to which possums 

and tree-rats were radio-tracked) 

trunk diameter (cm) 

tree height (m) 

canopy width (m) 

major branch count (>10cm) 

minor branch count (<10 cm) 

dead branch count (>5 cm) 

Densities (had ) then calculated for the five tree categories for the patches and 

continuous sites. 

2.3 RESULTS 

The results of the ground survey of the average number of hollow-bearing trees 

containing hollow >5 cm in entrance width, and hollows found in each plot are 

presented in table 2.2. No significant difference in densities of hollow-hearing trees 

or hollows were found between patches and continuous sites. 
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TABLE 2.2. The average number and (standard deviation) of hollows >5 cm in 

entrance width, and hollow-hearing trees with hollows >5 cm in entrance width 

found in each plot from the ground survey carried out for the two continuous sites 

and three patches of woodland for this study. Plot size is 25 m x 20 m. 

Continuous Patches 

site 1 site 2 site I site 2 site 3 

Average number 0.60 0.93 0.69 0.92 0.43 
of hollow-hearing (0.81) (1.1) (1.1) (1.1) (0.53) 
trees per plot 

Average number 1.1 1.4 1.1 1.4 0.57 
of hollows per plot (1.6) (2.0) (1.8) (1.8) (0.78) 

TABLE 2.3. Comparison of the number of hollows >5cm in entrance width, and 

hollow-bearing trees with hollows >5cm in entrance width found per plot in patches 

and continuous woodland. Number of hollows tested totalled 110. Number of 

hollow-hearing trees tested totalled 71, z-values are from a Mann-Whitney U test. 

Average s.d. z-value p-value N 

Hollow-bearing 
trees per plot 
patches 0.71 0.99 0.27 0.79 35 

continuous 0.77 0.99 60 

Ho/lows per plot 
patches 1.1 1.7 0.27 0.79 35 

continuous 1.2 1.8 60 
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2.3.1 GROUND BASED ESTIMATES OF HOLLOW 

OCCURENCE 

HOLLOW NUMBERS 

The results of first estimating the occurrence of a hollow from the ground, and then 

climbing the tree and confirming the presence or absence of an observed hollow are 

presented in table 2.4. 

TABLE 2.4. The success in estimating the number of hollows >5 cm in entrance 

width in a tree based on a comparison of a haphazardly selected sample of 3 1 trees 

randomly climbed and measured with prior estimations of hollow occurrence made 

from the ground. 

Under estimated correct over estimated total 
Numbers 4 25 2 31 

Percentages 13 78 9 100 

HOLLOW SIZE 

The results of estimating the entrance size class of hollows from the ground are given 

in table 2.5. For this analysis I used all trees climbed, which includes trees to which I 

radio-tracked possums or tree-rats and made estimates of hollow size prior to 

climbing (Chapter 4). This could he done because it is only an estimate of the size of 

a hollow placed into one of four classes, not whether a ground identified hollow is 

actually hollow, as in the procedure given in table 2.4. 
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TABLE 2.5. The success in estimating the entrance size of hollows from the ground 

into one of four entrance width classes. Percentages for each hollow class of 

estimating correct hollow size or incorrectly estimating hollow size from the ground 

and then climbing the tree to confirm actual hollow size. Number of hollows 

estimated and confirmed in total = 223. 

Classified 0-5cm 6-10cm 11-20cm >20cm 

Correctly % 84 77 70 87 

Incorrectly % 
under 16 8 20 13 
over - 15 10 - 

The smallest and largest classes have approximately half the error rate of the middle 

classes. The chances of estimating the 2 outside classes wrongly compared to the 

middle 2 classes is half, because of the option to estimate either over or under size. In 

light of this information, estimating hollow size error is consistent over all sizes of 

hollow. Chi-square test of frequencies showed no significant difference in errors 

between any cut-off point between classes. Chi-square for comparing errors between 

0-5cm and 6-10cm gave (x2 = 0. 1, df = I, p = 0.95). Comparing errors between 6-

10cm and 11-20cm gave ( = 0.4, df= I. p = 0.52). Comparing errors between 10-

20cm and >20cm gave (x2 = 2.8. df = I. p = 0.09). 

The number of hollows found from the ground survey in each class was then 

compared between patches and continuous sites, with results shown in table 2.6. 

There was no significant difference in the frequency distribution of hollows in any 

class between patches and continuous areas ( = 2.57, df= 3. p = 0.46). 
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TABLE 2.6. The total number of hollows as estimated from the ground survey in 

each entrance width class found in plots for continuous sites and patches, and the 

frequencies (%) of each hollow class. 

Counts Frequencies 

Class continuous patches continuous% patches% 

0-5cm 26 15 30 30 

6-10cm 25 17 29 34 

11-20cm 23 10 26 20 

>20cm 15 8 15 16 

TOTAL 87 50 100 100 

2.3.2 DENSITIES OF HOLLOWS 

Densities (had ) of hollows >5 cm, and hollow-hearing trees with at least one hollow 

>5 cm were calculated from the data given in table 2.3. Taking the average number 

of hollows >5 cm or hollow-hearing trees with one hollow >5 cm in a plot (0.05ha) 

for the density estimate and multiplying by 1.04 adjusts up the 4% of hollows that I 

under-estimate overall from ground based surveys (table 2.4). 
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TABLE 2.7. Estimated densities of hollows (greater than 5 cm in minimum entrance 

diameter) per hectare, and hollow-hearing tree densities (greater than 5 cm in 

minimum entrance diameter) for 2 continuous sites and 3 patch sites of woodland. 

Figures adjusted upwards by 4% for ground sampling errors. Standard deviations 

given in brackets under values of averages for patches and continuous woodland. 

CONTINUOUS PATC HES 

1 2 average 1 2 3 average 

Hollow-bearing 12 18 15 13 18 8 14 
trees (19) (19) 

Hollows 19 27 23 20 27 11 21 
(35) (32) 

2.3.3 TREE HOLLOW CHARACTER MODELS 

Associations with the presence or absence of a hollow 

Tree diameter (DBH) is a strong positive predictor for the presence of hollows in a 

tree along with the number of dead branches in the canopy (table 2.8 and 2.9). 

However, the most strongly associated related tree character is canopy width (in a 

model that already includes tree size (DBH)), which is negatively correlated to the 

presence of hollows in a tree. Minor branching was a weaker negatively correlated 

tree character but was dropped from the final model as it also highly correlates to 

canopy width (table 2.10). Of the categorical tree characters, the occurrence of a 

termite mound was not strongly related to the presence of a hollow. There was no 

significant variation between tree species in hollows presence/absence once tree size 

and canopy width were taken into account. From assessments of the shape of 

relationships between the response and predictor variables, I tested for curvilinear 

relationships, and adding interaction terms between predictor variables. None were 

significant in this model. 

The normality plot of the residuals shows a straight line for the majority of residuals 

with some outliers starting to leave the line marginally (figure A. 1). The goodness of 

fit test gave a deviance score = 179, df =173 this gave a non-significant p-value> 
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0.05, giving no reason to believe that the model is inadequate. I interpret this model 

to indicate that larger trees (with larger DBH) are more likely to contain hollows, 

particularly if they have many dead branches and a related smaller canopy width, 

given their larger size. 

Associations with the 11 anther of hollows. 

Canopy width is a highly significant negatively correlated indicator of hollow 

numbers, when included in a model with dead branches and trunk height, which are 

both positively related to hollow numbers (table 2.8). When adding the quadratic 

term for DBH into the model a marginally significant response was found, as the 

relationship was curvilinear. The extra terms were dropped as they only weakly 

improved the model and added complexity. 

Woollybutt were sampled in large enough numbers to give a separate model and 

gave the same significant variables as when all trees species were combined. Some 

interaction terms became marginally significant such as DBH x Canopy width. 

Compared to the "presence/absence" model (table A. I) the probability plot leaves the 

straight line more at one tail for the "number of hollows in a tree" model (figure 

A.3), suggesting that this is a weaker model. A goodness of fit test gave a deviance 

score = 175, df = 175 and a p-value > 0.05 giving no evidence that the model is 

inadequate. 

The observed and fitted values are displayed in figure A.2. The majority of estimates 

were predicted to be less than the observed number of hollows except for a few 

outliers. r2  = 0.30, suggesting that the predicting power of this model is not strong, 

and generally underestimates the number of hollows a tree possesses . Nonetheless, it 

is consistent with other models in linking large trees with narrow canopies to 

increased hollow abundance. 

The process model 

All variables in table 2.10 were highly significant predictors of the hollow index. 

This can be seen in table 2.8, by the greater Wald statistic values compared to all 

other models. After removing the variables that were strongly correlated to each 

other, tree height and major branches were new variables not seen in the simpler 
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models. Canopy width, tree height and the number of major and minor branches all 

decrease as hollows shift from branch to trunk locations. These trends are consistent 

with the conceptual model of hollows progressing from branches to trunk locations 

with the decline of tree structure. Minor branching was left out of the final model 

because it was highly correlated to canopy width. Trunk height became highly 

significant compared to the models where trunk hollows were given no weighting in 

the response variable. 
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TABLE 2.8. Models for predicting the number of hollows in a tree using generalised 

non-linear regression for "all trees" and "Woollyhutt". The model for predicting the 

presence or absence of any hollows in a tree is labelled "presence/absence", and a 

model predicting the hollow index is labelled "trunk weighted hollow index" adding 

weight to trunk hollows. Total number of trees used = 215, which were 

predominantly Woollybutt, Stringyhark and Ironwood. Total number of trees used in 

Woollyhutt model = 74. Description of explanatory variables are given in 2.2.2. 

Coefficient s.c. Wald p-value 

Presence/Absence 
Intercept -2.06 0.8 7 0.01 

DBH 0.1 0.03 13 0.001 

Canopy -2.4 0.05 20 <0.001 

Dead 0.9 0.2 17 <0.001 

All trees 

Intercept -2.1 0.4 32 <0.001 

DBH 0.05 0.01 28 <0.001 

Trunk H 0.06 0.03 4 0.04 

Canopy -0.10 0.02 23 <0.001 

Dead 0.38 0.06 43 <0.001 

Woollybutt 
Intercept -2.1 0.4 32 0.01 

DBH 0.05 0.01 28 0.001 

Trunk H 0.06 0.03 4 0.05 

Canopy -0.10 0.02 23 0.01 

Dead 0.38 0.06 43 0.001 

Trunk weighted hollow index 
Intercept -0.66 0.2 11 0.001 

DBH 0.08 0.007 142 <0.001 

Tree H -0.04 0.009 21 <0.001 

Trunk H 0.09 0.017 28 <0.001 

Canopy -0.1 0.01 84 <0.001 

Major -0.18 0.03 30 <0.001 

Dead 0.3 0.03 88 <0.001 
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TABLE 2.9. An example of a full model showing the drop in deviance of 

significant and non-significant tree characters, in predicting the presence or 

absence of a hollow. 

Tree 

Characters Log-Likelihood Chi-sguare p-value 

Intercept -125 - - 

DBH -121 9.1 0.003 

Tree H -119 3.2 0.07 

TrunkH -117 4.2 0.05 

CanopyW -106 21.9 0.0001 

Major -105 1.8 0.2 

Minor -100 10.6 0.001 

Dead -91 17.8 0.0001 

Snapped -89 3.7 0.05 

Tree species -86 4.2 0.06 

Termites -85 2.8 0.1 

TABLE 2.10. Correlation matrix of the variables used in the logistic 

regression models for predicting the number of hollows in a tree. Significantly 

related variables are highlighted with * and were not incorporated together in 

models when both explanatory variables were predicting hollow occurrence 

in the same direction (i.e. positively or negatively). 

DBH Tree H Trunk Canop Major Minor Dead 

DBH 1.00 

Tree H 0.30*  1.00 

Trunk -0.09 0.59* 1.00 

Canop 0.12 -0.19 -0.11 1.00 

Major 0.38*  -0.18 0.25 0.16 1.00 

Minor 0.31*  0.11 0.05 0.66* -0.37 1.00 

Dead -0.08 -0.01 0.04 -0.21 -0.20 0.27 1.00 

Snap 0.01 0.01 -0.02 0.09 -0.11 -0.06 0.58* 
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2.3.4 TREE HOLLOW CATEGORIES 

The average value for tree characters in each tree category derived in equation 1 (in 

2.2.6) is given in table 2. 11. Figure A.7 in the appendix is the average of tree 

characters taken from table 2.11 and drawn to scale. Figure A.7 provides an 

overview of the structural position of hollows in each category and to assist in the 

rapid assessment of hollow formation and tree structural decline. 

There is a significant trend in tree characters progressing from category I to 5. This 

was the intent in regard to the variables used in derivation of the classification 

system. Therefore the number of trunk hollows increases from 1 to 5, branch hollows 

are seen most in category 2 and then decline from classes 2 to 5. But, in addition, 

variables not used in the classification also vary between classes. Internal hollow 

width increases compared to the trunk diameter through all classes. The average size 

of hollows also increase from category 2 to 5, with the average branch entrance 

diameters for hollows being 7.7cm and significantly smaller than trunk hollows at 

11.5cm (t = 3.55. df= 9. p<O.00l). 

Major and minor branches decrease from category 1 to 5. Canopy width and tree 

height increase from category I to 3 and then rapidly decrease from 3 to 5. Trunk 

height compared to overall tree height increases from category 1 to 5. 



TABLE 2.11. Average values for tree characters calculated for each tree hollow 

category (see text for details 2.2.6). Trees were classed into five categories. These 

categories were based on the relationship between the location of hollows, the 

number of hollows, and canopy width. A total of 290 trees were measured for tree 

characters. Woollyhutt, Stringyhark and Ironwood made up the majority of trees. 

Tree hollow categories 1 2 3 4 5 

Trunk Hollow counts 0 0 1 2 2 

Branch Hollow counts 0 1.6 1 0.6 0 

Internal hollow width cm 0 15 20 20 19 

Trunk Diameter cm 35 39 40 38 33 

Tree Height meters 17 17 19 17 11 

Trunk Height meters 7 7.5 9 9 7.5 

Canopy width meters 11 10 12 9 3 

Major branch counts 1.5 2.5 2.5 2 0.5 

Minor branch counts 5.3 5.5 5 4 1.5 

Dead branch counts 0.2 1.3 1.4 1.7 0.3 

TABLE 2.12. Densities (ha') (s.d) of trees in five tree hollow categories for patches 

and continuous woodland. Trees become increasingly hollow and structurally altered 

progressing from 1 to 5. 

Tree Hollow categories 

Location 1 2 3 

Patch 17 9 9 4 2 
(2 2) (13) (16) (8) (6) 

Continuous 20 7 8 3 4 
(22) (14) (14) (9) (9) 
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2.4 DISCUSSION 

Estimating the number of hollows in a tree from a ground based survey is reasonably 

accurate, without substituting or adding tree characters as surrogates for hollow 

numbers. This is because northern Eucalypt forests are usually sparse without a 

dense mid-story canopy and tree height is not as great as southern forests. These 

factors make for increased accuracy in estimating hollow occurrence from ground 

surveys. I found that density estimates of hollows and hollow-hearing trees can be 

made quite readily by this procedure. There is no reason to suggest that hollow-

bearing tree densities are significantly different in patches or continuous woodland, 

although given the large between plot variance the power of my sample to detect 

differences was relatively weak. 

A number of tree characters reflecting change in structural integrity were found to be 

closely associated with the position and number of hollows. Trees with many branch 

hollows or one or more trunk hollows also show reduction in canopy diameter and 

conditions consistent with substantial shedding of major branches weakened by 

internal hollows. Hence, although hollows can be reliably identified from the foot of 

a tree, a scan of the forest for trees of large stature but reduced (damaged) canopies 

can help focus surveys (see figure A.7). 

2.4.1 DENSITIES 

PLOT ANALYSIS 

The highest average numbers of hollows and hollow-bearing trees were found in 

continuous site 2 and the patch site 2 (table 2.2). There was no marked difference in 

the average number of hollows or hollow-hearing trees in plots, or the frequency of 

hollows in tour class sizes between patches and continuous areas (tables 2.3 and 2.6). 

It is reasonable to conclude that densities are effectively equivalent in patches and 

continuous areas for hollows >5cm in diameter and for hollow-bearing trees with 

hollows >5cm in diameter. 



GROUND BASED HOLLOW ESTIMATES 

As an overall estimate of hollow numbers in an area, my ground surveys suggest that 

I under-estimate the number of hollows >5cm by 461c. I found no significant 

relationship between tree characters and error rates in estimating the number or size 

of hollows (tables 2.4 and 2.5). Previous studies have discovered increased error 

rates for hollow estimates with increasing tree height. DBH and variation between 

hollow types in southern eucalypt forests (Mackowski 1987), while others found no 

correlation (Harper 2002). My study sites had very little mid-storey and trees were 

not as tall as southern Eucalypt forests where these other studies were conducted. My 

study excluded estimation of small branch hollows and hollows in extremely high 

positions because climbing to these points on a tree is dangerous. Furthermore my 

focus is on hollows large enough for medium sized arboreal mammals. Harper 

(2002) used the same technique (climbing trees) and found similar results, whilst 

Mackowski (1987) cut down trees for confirmation of hollows instead of climbing 

and so could incorporate a larger range of hollow locations (especially small branch 

hollows) and reveal more of what was missed from the ground. I conclude in these 

environments, estimating the size and number of hollows (excluding small branch 

hollows <5cm), can be reliably done from ground based surveys. 

DENSITIES 

Southern Eucalypt forest have 7-17 hollow-bearing trees ha for woodland and 13-

27 for temperate forest in southern Australia (reviewed by Gibbons and Lindenmayer 

2002). My estimates of trees bearing hollows >5cm were 14.5 ha (table 2.7), though 

it should he remembered that my estimates do not include very small (<5cm) 

hollows. Hollow formation rates are high for northern forest/woodland (that is, a 

larger proportion of trees carry hollows) considering that the average tonnes per 

hectare of southern temperate forest range from 325 to 492 (Williams and Brooker 

1997) compared to 42 to 72 (O'Grady et al. 2000) for northern forests. 

LIM ITATIONS 

The results for assessing the accuracy of identifying hollows from ground based 

surveys are only relevant for hollows that are accessible with abseiling equipment. 

This means branch hollows <5cm are excluded. By climbing more than 31 trees as 

confirmation of hollow occurrence out of a total 215 assessed from the ground I 
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could have improved the precision of the correction factor and my confidence in it. It 

cannot he assumed that these results are applicable to other forest and woodland 

communities, because factors like higher density of understorey vegetation can 

restrict views and so alter the proportion of hollows identified. 

2.4.2 TREE CHARACTERS 

All statistical models relating hollow formation to tree characters include the same 

three variables: tree diameter at breast height (DBH), canopy width and the number 

of dead branches (>5cm) in the canopy. This holds for all tree species in the study 

sites. 

Tree stern diameter and canopy width increase as a tree grows to maturity. All of 

these models reflect these basic facts to predict the chances of hollow occurrence. As 

DBH increases, so does the incidence of hollows. As canopy width decreases in large 

trees the likelihood of hollows also increase. Therefore a tree with a large stern 

diameter and a small canopy width is the tree form most likely to contain a hollow. 

PRESENCE OR ABSENCE OF HOLLOWS: LOGISTIC REGRESSION 

The most basic of models incorporated all tree species surveyed. This model 

identified variables that were significant indicators of trees possessing hollows. Tree 

diameter at breast height and number of dead branches are positively associated with 

hollows and canopy width negatively associated with the presence of hollows when 

tree size is already taken into account. Whitford and Williams (2002) found very 

similar results in south-west Western Australia. Diameter at breast height, dead 

branches and a moderate canopy condition (percentage lost) were significant 

predictors of hollows. A commonality was found between their analysis and this 

study, concluding that a measure of termite mounds and associations of tree 

dimensions and hollows did not vary among tree species. This model could 

conceivably he used in the field to assess the probability that a tree will have a 

hollow, based on the DBH, canopy width and number of dead branches, but its 

precision is low and prediction errors are likely to he common. 



PREDICTING THE NUMBER OF HOLLOWS IN A TREE POISSON 

REGRESSION 

This model identified variables that are significant indicators of trees likely to bear 

the most hollows. Trunk height appears as a tree character positively related to 

numbers of hollows, as well as the three dominant characters of DBH, canopy width 

and dead branches appearing in other models. Whitford and Williams (2002) also 

had tree height as a significant variable in their model for predicting the number of 

hollows, which was absent in their logistic model for predicting presence/absence, 

which correlates with the results in this study. 

This model when used in the field will predict the number of hollows a tree possesses 

based on the above tree characters. It will underestimate the actual number of 

hollows especially when predicting more than one hollow. Possibly the best 

attributes of both the logistic and Poisson models are that they point statistically to 

those features that might be incorporated in simple heuristic models for application 

in the field, to improve focus on trees likely to support the resource of interest 

(hollows). 

TRUNK WEIGHTED MODEL 

When the location of a hollow is given prominence by deriving a hollow index the 

statistical model includes many more tree characters. Tree height and the number of 

major branches increase with the growth of a structurally intact tree. In the Hollow 

Index model tree height and major branches are negatively associated with the index 

weighted to trunk hollows. This result is consistent with my conceptual model 

proposing that trunk hollows are derived from the shedding of major branches. Thus 

a tree with a high hollow index is likely to have one or more trunk hollows whilst 

also losing one or more major branches to fhrm those hollows. 

LIMITATIONS 

The plots of residuals shown in figures A. 1, 2 and 3, suggest caution should be 

exercised when using these models to predict hollows in individual trees. They 

explain a relatively small proportion of the variance and there are some regions of 

poor fit. The Hollow Index model was developed only to improve understanding of 
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and to illustrate the relationship between hollow formation and tree structural 

decline. 

2.4.3 HOLLOW CATEGORIES 

The location and number of hollows have been shown to relate to the structural 

decline of a tree. To further assist in the rapid recognition of hollow trees in the field, 

an additional categorisation process was created to separate trees into 5 groups based 

on the number and location of hollows and canopy width. This can be seen in figure 

A.7 and table 2. 11, where the number and structural position of hollows are related to 

crown characters, leading to a progression from categories I through to 5. This can 

he used to give an idea of the internal dimensions of a tree related to the position and 

number of hollows and tree structural condition, which is of particular interest to this 

study. 

Fire history (frequency, seasonally and intensity ) influences many ecological 

processes in savanna woodlands and southern forests (eg tree recruitment, tree 

mortality, termite activity). The incidence of a hollow varies with many of these 

processes. The patches in this study have been considerably protected from fire 

compared to the continuous sites. From table 2. 12. in patches for every one non-

hollow tree there are 1.4 hollow trees per hectare, and in continuous sites for every 

one non-hollow tree there are 1 . 1 hollow trees per hectare. Unfortunately my samples 

were too small to draw firm conclusions that old hollow trees may he existing longer 

in the isolated patches compared with trees subject to regular fire (Williams et al. 

1999). 
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CHAPTER 3 ANIMAL DENSITIES 

3.1 INTRODUCTION 

3.1.1 POSSUMS 

There are four possum taxa in the Northern Territory, the Sugar glider Petaurus 

brevicels, the rock ringtail possum Peirapseudes ca/i/i, and two sub-species of 

hrushtail possum, the northern Trichosurus i'ulpecula arnhemensis and the common 

T. i'ulpecula. The common hrushtail is the only representative of possums in semi 

arid to arid regions and has declined in abundance in this area over the last century. 

All the other taxa in the north of NT are classified as non-threatened. Altered fire 

regimes, increased weed invasions and feral animals are all putting pressure on 

native fauna and their habitats (Woinarski, in press). 

The northern hrushtail possum has a patchy distribution in Eucalypt tall open 

forest/woodland (dominated by Darwin Stringyhark Eucalyptus tetrodonta and 

Darwin Woollyhutt Eucalyptus miniata). It forages on Cooktown Ironwood 

Ervthrop/ileiiin c/ilorostachvs and on flowers and fruits from shrubs and sub-canopy 

trees. Its distribution is strongly associated with lower fire frequency and presence of 

E. miniata trees greater than 20cm in diameter (Kerle 1985). For the purposes of this 

study the word possum refers to northern hrushtail possums only. 

DENSITIES AND HOME RANGE 

A general pattern is emerging concerning possum densities and the environment. 

Whilst possums have not increased in range across Australia they have often 

increased in densities in partially cleared forests and woodlands (Gibbons and 

Lindenmayer 2002). In relatively undisturbed (by human impacts) open forest and 

woodland in southern Australia, densities are less than I ha1  (Dunnet 1964, Sampson 

1971, Hocking 1981. How 1981, Maxwell etal. 1996). In areas where humans have 

modified the environment, densities have been found at 2.1 (Winter 1976), 2.5 (How 

and Hillcox 2000) and 4 ha1  (Johnson 1977). The same trend can be seen in New 
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Zealand where possum densities range from forest-pasture margins of 25 ha to 2-10 

ha- 1 in undisturbed forest areas (Green 1984). Some studies report relatively high 

densities not related directly to human habitat disturbance, with estimates of 3 ha- 1  in 

wet-dry tropics of the Northern Territory (Kerle 1998). 

Increased possum densities in disturbed habitats reflect the species' ability to adapt 

to new environments. In New Zealand introduced populations have exploded and in 

Australia possums are one of the few native mammals to do well in urban areas, 

living in houses and adapting diets accordingly. 

The home range of a possum decreases as possum density increases. Where possum 

densities were high (3-25 ha') their home range was approximately 1 ha (Winter 

1976, Johnson 1977). When possum densities were low (<1 had ), home ranges 

increased to approximately 11 ha (Dunnet 1964, Sampson 1971. Hocking 1981, How 

198 1). However, caution has to he used in comparing different studies as the method 

of finding home range can have large impacts on estimates. Home range estimates 

based on trapping techniques are 2 to 3 times lower than radio-tracking techniques 

(Green 1984. Kerle 1998). 

FACTORS CONTROLLING DENSITIES 

Food and Fire 

Possums have a broad diet, primarily feeding on eucalypt leaves and, when available, 

fruits and flowers. In the wet-dry tropics, fire regime can inhibit the growth of fruits, 

flowers and leaves especially on fire sensitive trees (Williams et al. 1999). Ironwood 

is a fire sensitive tree and has been identified as a major food source for possums. A 

positive relationship exists between increasing possum densities and reduced fire 

frequency. Mortality rates of juveniles increases with food shortage from major fires 

and also periods of below average rainfall (Kerle 1985 and 1998). This suggests that 

fire and food reserves are linked in controlling possum densities in the wet/dry 

tropics. 

The breeding cycle of the northern hrushtail possum is continuous all year round in 

the wet/dry tropics. In southern Australia possums breed seasonally. Kerle (1985) 
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suggests the availability of fruits and flowers all year round in the north allows the 

northern sub-species to achieve this continuous breeding cycle. 

Shelter 

The densities of many possum and glider species were found to be significantly 

related to the number of hollows in a southern Eucalypt forest (Smith and 

Lindenmayer 1988). In the wet-dry tropics possum relative abundance is 

significantly related to the number of E. ininiata with a diameter greater than 20cm, 

which is approximately the minimum tree diameter capable of formation of hollows 

large enough for possum access (Kerle 1985). 

There is evidence of social interactions regulating possum densities below the level 

that might be supported by the available food reserves. Tamarin (1983 ) and Green 

(1984) suggest that den protection by mature individuals leads to the dispersal of 

young in areas of low shelter availability (i.e. open eucalypt fore st/woodl and). When 

there is abundant shelter (i.e. mesic forest in NZ) young are not forced out of the 

natal home range and possum densities increase accordingly. Some evidence exists 

that the northern brushtail possum is more communal (i.e. sharing home range and 

den sites) compared to the southern sub-species (Kerle 1998). 

Predation 

Predation is thought to be less important in controlling possum densities compared to 

den and food availability. The persistence of most adults through long term trapping 

studies suggests that predation occurs mostly on young dispersing from the natal 

home range (Kerle 1984), and young are often found in ground level hollows (Winter 

1976). Python, goanna and dingo include possum in their diet (Kerle 1998), with 

evidence suggesting that pythons and goannas enter hollows to collect prey. 

3.1.2 TREE-RATS 

Tree-rats are mostly found in small patches of structurally and floristically diverse 

open Eucalypt forest/woodland, where resources are relatively stable all year round, 

and often infrequently burnt (Kerle and Burgman 1984, Friend and Taylor 1985, 

Friend 1987h). 
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An intensive study of ti-ce-rat ecology was carried out between 1980 and 1983 in the 

Kakadu region (Friend 1987b). Densities were thought to he unusually high in this 

study, with an average of 0.27 ha'. Males and females are partly independent and 

lead a relatively solitary life. It was thought that densities were not limited by hollow 

availability, as tree-i-at abundance and recruitment is linked to rainfall. In the last 6 

months of a 3 year study, failure of the 1982-83 wet season lead to a decline in trap 

success. The average weights of mature males was 730g, and 705g for females. 

The home range of tree-rats has been measured on 3 individuals in the Darwin region 

and found to he 7.3, 11.3 and 18.2 ha over a 3 month period. Den sites were recorded 

to he in trees of large diameter, with urban and rural development suggested as a 

possible threat to a decline in ti-ce-rat habitat in this region (Griffiths et al. 2002). 

3.1.3 AIMS 

Using trapping data collected previously as part of an ongoing project and additional 

trapping effort from my project, my aim is to estimate the densities of possums and 

tree-rats in three patches and two continuous woodland areas in the Litchfield shire. 

The basic question I seek to answer is whether there is a significant difference in 

densities of possums and tree-rats between patches and continuous woodlands in the 

Litchfield shire. 

3.2 METHODS 

3.2.1 DENSITIY ESTIMATION METHODS 

ABUNDANCE OR DENSITIES 

The approximate size or relative abundance of a population using an area is much 

easier to ascertain than its density. Abundance or population size is often indexed by 

trap success, and does not entail estimating the area from which animals are drawn to 

traps. This method is widely used for comparing relative animal abundances. Trap 

success is most commonly calculated by dividing the total number of individuals 

caught (known to be alive estimates KTBA) divided by the number of traps and the 
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number of nights traps are set (KTBA divided by trap-nights and expressed as a 

percentage). 

To estimate the density of a population an extra quantity is needed, namely an 

estimation of the area from which animals are drawn to the trapping grid. Attempts 

are sometimes made to estimate the home range of a species by trapping in nested 

grids or trapping webs. By capturing individuals either in inner or outer areas of 

nested grids, predictions of minimum home range can be made subject to estimates 

of the distances from which animals are drawn to trapping grids. Radio-tracking is 

also used in estimating distances travelled and home ranges (Lancia et al. 1996) and 

hence estimating densities. There have been differences between radio-tracking and 

grid trapping home range estimates, with home range estimates based on trapping 

grids being significantly lower than radio-tracking estimates (Kerle 1984, Green 

1984). 

3.2.2 STUDY SITE 

The five study sites are the same as described in Chapter 2, Methods (2. 2). 

SAMPLING GRIDS 

Cage traps were set in a square (50mx50m) with I trap on each corner and 3 traps 

evenly spaced on all four sides of the square between corners, totalling 16 traps 

evenly spaced on the perimeter of a square, creating a sampling grid. This layout is 

illustrated in figure A.5. 

Patch sites 

Site 1: 2 sampling grids were placed within the 13 hectare site 1 

Site 2 1 sampling grid was placed in the middle of the 10 hectare site 2 

Site 3 I sampling grid was placed in the middle of the 7 hectare site 3 

Cojitinuous sites 

Site I : 6 sampling grids were evenly placed on the perimeter of a rectangle of area 

750m x 400m = 300 000m2  or 30 hectares. This includes 1 sampling grid on each 

corner and 1 grid placed half way on each of the 2 longest axes of the rectangle. This 

layout is illustrated in figure A.6. 
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Site 2 6 grids were evenly placed on the perimeter of a rectangle of area 660m x 

360m = 237 600m or 24 hectares. This includes I grid on each corner and 1 grid 

placed half way on each of the 2 longest axes of the rectangle. 

Allowing for an extra 200 meters on the perimeter of the continuous site rectangles 

(figure A.6), places all the sites in this study to he sampled approximately 

equivalently, at 6-10ha of forest per sampling grid. 

TIME 

/5 Month trapping Period 

I. Trapping was carried out at the 3 patches and continuous site 1, for three 

consecutive nights with a three month interval between trapping sessions. Overall, 6 

trapping sessions spread over 15 months starting in August 2001 and finishing in 

November 2002 were conducted. Each trapping session lasted for 3 consecutive 

nights. 

6 night trapping period 

2. Continuous site 2 was trapped once for a period of 6 consecutive nights in 

September 2002. The 6 equivalent trap nights taken for the 3 patches and continuous 

site I were conducted around the same time period. Continuous site 2 was created for 

my study to gain replication of the continuous area. 

MEAS UREMENTS 

Traps were checked and then set and baited (using a mixture of oats, peanut butter 

and honey) every morning for 3 consecutive days. Possums and tree-rats when first 

caught. were weighed, classified as male or female, ear-tagged with an individual 

number and then released. Individual ear tag numbers were recorded on all 

subsequent re-captures of that animal. If ear tags were lost by individuals, this could 

he identified by damage to the ear and was noted and a new ear tag attached. 



3.2.3 DENSITY ESTIMATES 

By marking animals with individual ear tags, it was possible to get an estimate of the 

total number of animals in an area. Not all animals within an area are going to be 

caught over a short period (3 night trapping session) as individuals vary in 

willingness to enter traps, and some animals are going to die or migrate out of an 

area over a prolonged trapping period (15 months, 6 trapping sessions). 

Consequently the following four estimates were obtained: 

Total number of animals caught over the 15 month trapping period for the 3 

patches and continuous site 1. 

Computer based estimates of population size accounting for survival from one 

trapping session to the next (a period of 3 months) over the 15 month period. 

Total number of animals caught over a 6 night trapping period for all five sites. 

Computer based estimate accounting for the variation between individuals in 

willingness to enter traps over the 6 night trapping period. 

MARK 

Estimates 2 and 4 were carried out using the computer package MARK (White 

2000). The "Robust" model (2), calculates survival rates and migration rates, based 

on recapture rates of individuals. Population estimates and standard errors are then 

given for all but the first and last trapping sessions. The data set was too small to 

produce reliable migration estimates, hence migration was not included and only 

mortality was used in population estimates over the 15 month period. 

The "Closed captures with heterogeneity" model (4) uses recapture rates to estimate 

populations. It assumes that mortality and migration do not exist over the trapping 

period. The model allows for differences in an individual's trappability, judged on the 

variation in recapture rates of individuals. This model is appropriate for a one-off 

trapping session because mortality and migration are unlikely to occur over a few 

days, and so was used for the 6 day trapping regime. 
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The four methods were only used on possum populations because tree-rat numbers 

were too small to give reliable estimates. For tree-rats KTBA values were used for 

the 15 month trapping period in the 3 patches and continuous site 1. As only one 

tree-rat was captured in the continuous site 2 over the 6 night trapping period I chose 

to compare only the densities of the 3 patches and continuous site 1 over the 15 

month trapping regime. 

SURVIVAL ESTIMATES BY WEIGHT CLASSES 

The biology of northern brushtail possums has been extensively studied by Kerle 

(1992). The average weight of mature males is 1600g and 1400g for females. 

Breeding commences in females at 12-14 months old (950-1200g). The young are 

weaned at 5-6 months old (360-600g). This study found independent possums being 

trapped with a minimum weight of 600g and maximum 2200g. The average for 

mature males was 1500- and 1400g for females (mature was classed as any possum 

over 1000g). From the evidence reported by Kerle (1992) and this study three classes 

by weight have been identified. 

Class 1 = all possums under 1000g are assumed to be,  juveniles. 

Class 2 = all possums between 1 000g and I 500g are assumed to be young animals if 

males or mature breeding animals if female. 

Class 3 = all possums over 1500g are assumed to be mostly mature males or large 

mature females. 

TRAPPING AREA 

Co,itiniious Sites 

For possums 270m was added on the perimeter of the rectangle (figure A.6) to give a 

total area from which animals are assumed to be drawn and hence densities 

calculated. A distance of 270 meters was chosen for possums from information 

gathered in this study. There were two reasons for using this distance. Possums were 



trapped in adjacent sampling grids. The adjacent grids were placed 300 m apart. 

From radio tracking data in Chapter 3, den trees were used by possums located 250 

rn from the outside of the trapping rectangle in which they were caught. So it is 

assumed that possums may travel 200-300 rn towards a sampling grid. This results in 

an estimate of a total trapped area of 12 1 ha for continuous site 1 and 108ha for site 2. 

Patches 

In fragmented environments, the perimeter of the woodland patch is assumed to be 

the area from which densities can be calculated, as no possums were radio tracked to 

sites outside of the perimeter of the three patches in this study. 

Tree-rats were radio tracked to sites outside patches and to distances of 300 m to den 

sites on the outside of the trapping rectangle (figure A.6) in continuous site 1. 

Previous work shows they are capable of travelling between patches (Rankmore and 

Price 2001). The average home range was found to be 12 hectares (350 m x 350 

m)(Griffiths ci al. 2002). For my estimates of tree-rat densities I assume they used an 

area to a distance of 350 m outside the sampling grid giving a total trapping area for 

patches of 56ha and 1 60ha for continuous sites. 

3.2.4 STATISTICS 

COMPARING PATCHES AND CONTINUOUS AREAS 

One way of estimating densities between sites mentioned earlier is trap success, 

which compares the number of individuals caught to the number of traps available 

(captures per trap-nights). However, if forest/woodland patch sizes are small and 

isolated then there is a possibility that a sampling grid will draw less individuals 

from the surrounding area than in a continuous forest/woodland environment. 

Accordingly, comparing trap success ratings between isolated patches and 

continuous woodland, may lead to over-estimating the density of the continuous 

woodland and under-estimating the patches because more possums could be drawn to 

a square in the continuous sites. 

To allow for this possible bias, keeping the density of traps equal and then using 

radio-tracking evidence to estimate the area to which animals are drawn to the 
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sampling grids it was possible to statistically compare site densities (total number of 

animals caught (KTBA) divided by trapping areas estimated from radio tracking 

information). 

15 MONTH TRAPPING REGIME 

Comparing patches and continuous areas statistically over the 15 month study could 

not be obtained without replication of continuous site I. To achieve replication a 

one-way ANOVA was used to firstly compare time and then area. The time 

comparison (a simplified repeated measures test) combines all areas and compares 

the possum densities over the six separate trapping periods. This resulted in showing 

no variation of densities over time and so justifies using time as replication to 

compare areas. A comparison was then made between the continuous site versus the 

combined three patches by using the 6 separate trapping sessions as replicates. This 

is not a complete test because an interaction should he tested between area and time 

(full repeated measures test) but could not he accomplished without replication of the 

continuous site. The Robust model estimates were compared in the same way. Tree-

rat numbers were too small for statistical comparison. 

6 NIGHT TRAPPING REGIME 

Comparing patches and continuous areas statistically over the 6 night trapping 

regime used a two-sample t-test. The comparison was patches (3 sites) versus 

continuous (2 sites). This was carried out for possum densities and the heterogenous 

density estimates. Tree-rat numbers were too small for statistical comparison. 

3.3 RESULTS 

3.3.1 POSSUM DENSITIES 

15 MONTH TRAPPING REGIME 

There was no significant change in possum densities over the 6 separate trapping 

sessions (time, F = 0.5, df= 5, p = 0.77) when all areas were combined (table 3.1). 

There was a significant difference in possum densities between continuous site I and 

the 3 patches (area, F = 13.8. df= 1. p= 0.01) for the 15 month trapping regime. 
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For the ROBUST estimates using one-way ANOVA, gave no significant difference 

in possum densities over the 4 separate trapping sessions (time, F = 1.3, df = 3, p = 

0.4), and a significant difference between continuous site 1 and the 3 patches (area, F 

= 15.3, df= 1, p = 0.03), for the 15 month trapping regime. (Table 3.2) 

TABLE 3.1. Total numbers of possums caught in the 15 month trapping regime and 

densities estimated, for the three patches and continuous site 1. KTBA density 

estimate combines the three patches and compares the average to continuous site 1. 

Robust model density estimates incorporating survival rates between trapping 

sessions. The last row shows average number of possums trapped on 6 separate 

trapping sessions within the 15 month time period (for statistical comparison). 

(*p<O.Os p<O.Ol significantly different between patches and continuous site) (data 

provided by Rankmore). 

Continuous Patches 

site I site 1 site 2 site 

area (ha) 121 13 10 7 
possums caught 73 24 44 27 
animals ha' 0.6 1.8 4.4 3.9 

Average density 0.6 3.4 
over IS months 
(KTBA) 

Density based 0.4* 1.2* 
on Robust 0.10 0.29 
estimator 

Average density 0.37 0.78** 
across trapping 0.1 0.2 
sessions 
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TABLE 3.2. Four one-way ANOVA tests, comparing the densities of possums over 

area and time. Area is continuous site 1 compared to the three patches combined. 

Time is over 6 separate trapping periods, conducted over a 15 month time period. (a) 

total numbers of possums caught in each of the 6 trapping periods. (b) Robust model 

estimates from the middle four trapping periods. 

Variables df SS MS F p 

(a) AREA 1 0.5 0.5 13.8 0.01 

TIME 5 0.09 0.02 0.5 0.77 

(h) AREA 1 1.2 1.2 15.3 0.03 

TIME 3 0.31 0.1 1.3 0.40 

6 NIGHT TRAPPING REGIME 

The results of the 6 night trapping regime are displayed in table 3.3. The two-sample 

t-test comparing possum densities between continuous sites and patches was not 

significantly different (t = -2.03, df = 3. p = 0.14). The two sample t-test comparing 

the heterogenous possum density estimates was significantly different between 

continuous sites and patches (t = -4. 1, df = 3, p = 0.03). 
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TABLE 3.3. Total numbers of possums caught and densities, for the three patches 

and two continuous sites, trapped over 6 nights during the present study. KTBA and 

Heterogenous estimates for possum densities combining the 2 continuous sites 

compared to the combined 3 patch sites. (*p<0.05) 

Continuous Patches 

site 1 site 2 site 1 site 2 sit 

Areas ha 121 108 13 10 7 
Possums 35 25 9 21 21 
caught 
Density ha 0.23 0.13 0.70 2.1 3 

KTBA 0.2 1.9 
sd 0.07 1.2 

Heterogenous 0.6* 2.0* 
sd 0.11 0.22 

SURVIVAL ESTIMATES 

Using weight as an indicator of age, the chances of survival for the different weight 

classes and the proportion of young (<l000g) are displayed in table 3.4. 

TABLE 3.4. The percentage of possums and total number of possums trapped in 

three weight classes. Survival estimates calculated by MARK for the 15 month 

trapping period. Chances of survival from one trapping period to the next (3 month 

period). Class 1< !000grams (O-lyr), Class 2 = 1000-1500grams (l-2yr), Class 3 

>l500grams (>2yr). *p<O.05  p<0.01 'p<O.00l 

Class I 

WEIGHTS 

Class 2 Class 3 

%of total 19 35 46 

Total caught 25 45 57 

3 month 0.46*** 0.67*** 0.77*** 

s.d. 0.2 0.2 0.1 
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3.3.2 TREE-RAT DENSITIES 

The density estimates (KTBA) over the 15 month trapping regime are presented in 

table 3.5. Animal numbers were too small for statistical comparisons over the 6 night 

trapping regime, only figures for the 15 month trapping regime are shown. 

TABLE 3.5. The total number and estimated densities (based on KTBA) of tree-rats 

caught over a 15 month trapping period for three patches and continuous site I. 

Areas are calculated in section 3.2.4 in methods (data provided by B. Rankmore). 

Continuous Patches 

site 1 2 site3 

Area 160 56 56 56 

Tree-rats 13 5 8 8 

Density 0.08 0.09 0.14 0.14 

3.4 DISCUSSION 

My results indicate that for possums, densities are significantly higher in patches 

compared to continuous areas of woodland in the Litchfield shire. Considering that 

the patches have a reduced fire frequency compared to the continuous areas, these 

results agree with current understanding that high fire frequencies are unfavourable 

to possums (Kerle 1998). The differences between fire-free patches and fire prone 

non-fragmented habitats are quite large with an average of 0.2 animals ha1  for 

continuous and 1.9 animals ha 1  for patches over a 6 night trapping period and 0.6 

animals ha' for continuous and 3.4 animals ha for patches over a 15 month trapping 

period. Tree-rat densities were on average for all areas. 0. 11 animals ha' over a 15 

month trapping period, with presumably no real difference in densities between 

patches and continuous areas. 



3.4.1. NORTHERN BRUSHTAIL POSSUMS 

Over the total 15 month trapping period, densities were estimated to be 3.4 animals 

ha' for patches and 0.6 animals ha' for continuous woodland. This was found to be 

significantly different after conducting a repeated measures test confirming that no 

significant difference in densities was found over time, thus time was used as a 

replicate. The results (table 3.1 and 3.3) of three out of four density estimations 

reveal a significant difference in densities with patches having higher densities than 

the continuous area. Estimated densities ranged from 2.1 to 9 times higher in patches 

compared to continuous sites. 

All density estimates obtained in this study for possums are within the range found 

for other studies across Australia which are in the range 0.3 to 4 animals ha* More 

importantly, evidence from the NT suggest the northern hrushtail possum varies from 

densities of zero in frequently burnt forest/woodland and up to 3 ha in infrequently 

burnt forest/woodland areas (Kerle 1985. Woinarski 1999). As the patches of 

woodland in this study have been protected from fire compared to the frequently 

burnt continuous sites, the densities of possums in this study follow this trend 

convincingly, with 0.6 ha' in burnt (continuous) and 3.4 ha- 1 unburnt (patches). 

This study suggests that possums were sharing their home range with many 

individuals, especially in patches. The average home range of northern brushtail 

possums is approximately 1 ha (Kerle 1985), the average size of patches in this study 

is 10 hectares with approximately 30 individuals present, suggesting that a 

considerable overlap in home territory must exist. This follows Kerle's work (1998) 

in suggesting the northern hrushtail possum is quite socially tolerant compared to the 

common hrushtail in populations found elsewhere in Australia. Green (1984) 

suggests that a more complex vegetation structure may offer more shelter for 

possums, aiding an increase in densities. My results are consistent with this 

hypothesis as the patches that supported higher densities also had a much denser 

understorey, especially of pandanus (table 4.4). 

The survival rates (table 3.4) for young are significantly lower than mature possums. 

The migration of young out of the trapping area compared to the mature weight 
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classes may be implied by this analysis. My results agree with general understanding 

of young dispersing from natal home range (Hocking 1981, How 1981). Comparing 

survival between patches and continuous areas, with all weight classes combined 

(0.62 and 0.69 respectively) gave no significant difference. The percentage of 

juveniles in populations in patches and continuous site 1 were very similar over the 

15 months (18% and 20% respectively). Thus the percentage of juveniles in 

populations in my study was similar to Kerle's (1998) results (19% and 18.4% 

respectively). There was no significant change in population densities over time in 

the 15 month trapping regime. From this evidence I conclude that there is a stable 

age structure of possums in patches and continuous sites, with much higher densities 

in patches. 

3.4.2 BLACK FOOTED TREE RATS 

Tree-rats are highly mobile and were found to he capable of travel between remnant 

patches in the Litchfield shire (Rankrnore and Price 2001). Tree-rats have a home 

range of approximately 12 ha (Griffiths eta! 2002) in the Darwin region. My 

analysis suggests tree-rat densities (table 3.5) are close to 10 ha for each individual, 

concurring with Friend (1 987h) who suggests that tree-rats are mostly solitary, and 

have little overlap in their home range. 

Densities over the 15 month trapping regime averaged 0.11 individuals ha with a 

range from 0.08 to 0. 14 ha . Friend (1 987b) calculated densities by KTBA and 

estimated the area outside the grid capable of drawing tree-rats as the average 

distance between successive captures of an individual within sampling grids. His 

results where on average 0.27 individuals ha- 1  and ranged from 0.63 to 0.04 ha* He 

notes that he thought these densities were unusually high. My estimates are 

calculated using KTBA with data from radio tracking to den sites used to estimate 

the area drawn to the sampling grid. The above results follow the observation by 

Kerle (1984) and Green (1984) that radio tracking home ranges will give 2 to 3 times 

larger home range estimates than trapping grid estimates. So if I followed Friend 

(1987h) and halved my estimate of the area drawn to a trapping grid my density 

estimates increase to an average of 0.49 individuals ha and a range of 0. 17 to 0.67 

ha'. This reveals the hazards involved in firstly estimating densities and then 
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comparing densities across studies. After considering these anomalies, densities are 

still of the same order for tree-rats as found in previous studies. 

LIM ITATIONS 

All four density estimating procedures outlined in methods 3.2.3 have their own set 

of assumptions and limitations. The following discussion concentrates on possum 

data 

Estimating densities based on the total number of individuals caught over a 15 

month time period (KTBA), assumes that you have caught all individuals in an area. 

There is a chance for bias within my study, because there may be an increased 

chance of catching all individuals in patches compared to the continuous sites where 

animal movements may not he as restricted. The estimates may under-estimate the 

densities in continuous sites compared to patches. 

The Robust model incorporates mortality/migration estimates for each site in the 

15 month trapping period producing a reduced estimate for patches compared to the 

KTBA estimate and may exclude some of the bias mentioned in (1). The robust 

estimate assumes that mortality/migration has taken place if an individual is not 

recaptured in a later trapping session. This assumption fails to acknowledge that 

some individuals may he trap shy and actually remain in the trapping area over the 

full 15 months, without recapture. The robust estimate may account for the possible 

bias mentioned in (1) but will generally give an under-estimate of the total number of 

individuals in an area across all sites. 

The 6 night trapping regime is unlikely to catch all individuals within an area, 

resulting in an under-estimate of densities. This estimate is best used as an index to 

compare sites because it assumes that all individuals have an equal chance of being 

captured. My results suggest that possums are not equally trappable, however if the 

variation in trappahility is the same in each site then no bias will exist when 

comparing sites. 

The results of the heterogenous estimates account for the varying trappability of 

individuals mentioned in (3). Comparing the density estimates (table 3.3) from the 
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heterogenous model (4) to density estimates in (3), the patch densities are similar, but 

the continuous sites have higher estimates. This result suggests that there may be 

some bias existing in the estimate of (3) as animals are less trap shy in patches 

compared to continuous sites based on measures of recapture rates. 

In conclusion the Robust (2) and Heterogenous (4) estimates may help reveal 

possible biases when comparing patches and continuous areas either over short or 

long term studies for KTBA. Although (2) and (4) models have similar density 

estimates, I suspect they are both under-estimating the true density of possums in all 

sites. However (2) and (4) are the most robust procedures for statistically comparing 

densities between patches and continuous sites compared to the KTBA (1) and (3) 

estimates. All of estimates (1), (2) and (4) gave a significant difference in possum 

densities between patches and continuous areas. The high densities of possums in 

patches has the potential to create competition for hollows. This possibility will be 

addressed in the next chapter. 



CHAPTER 4 COMPETITON 

4.1 INTRODUCTION 

4.1.1 HOLLOW USE BY FAUNA 

Hollows are used by many vertebrate species. In Australia, approximately 13% of 

terrestrial amphibians, 10% of reptiles, 15% of birds and 31% of mammals use 

hollows. There are at least 303 native hollow-using species and 10 introduced 

species, such as the cat, black rat and European bees (Gibbons and Lindenmayer 

2002). Hollows may be used for protection from predators, severe climatic 

conditions and for rearing young. The abundance of hollows in Australian forests is 

high, and so a large proportion of species use them. For example. in New Guinea, 

where low hollow density exists. 48% of possums and gliders use hollows whilst in 

Australia 84% use hollows. 

WEATHER 

The insulation tree hollows offer from heat and cold can be seen in many mammals' 

denning habits. The thermo-regulatory properties of hollows change with aspect, 

wall thickness and depth (McComh and Noble 1981). In temperate Australia the 

mountain hrushtail possum Tricliosurus cu/linus is an obligate hollow user whilst in 

sub-tropical areas it can be found roosting in tree canopies (Lindenmayer et al. 

1996). The coming together of small mammals (<600g) in groups is thought to assist 

in thermo-regulation, and such groups often share tree hollows. Whilst in torpor or 

sleeping in day time, hollows also offer protection from predators (Gibbons and 

Lindenmayer 2002). 

PREDATORS 

In Northern Australia's tropical climates, hollow use is still commonly found among 

many mammals. Thermo-regulation is less likely to be an issue, so protection from 

predators is thought to be a reason for hollow use, although hollow use in the tropics 

may be an evolutionary hang over from southern species (Gibbons and Lindenmayer 
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2002). Predators entering hollows have been observed and include, goannas, 

monitors, pythons, cats and tiger Quolls. All these animals have evidence of possum 

remains in their diets (Kerle 1984). 

MOVEMENTS 

The position of hollow bearing trees in a landscape may play an important role in 

aiding dispersal of young, feeding within a home range. and aid in ranging behaviour 

for breeding. An area with many hollows means less time spent on the ground 

travelling between trees for feeding purposes. 

DEN SWAPPING BEHAVIOUR 

Many studies of mammals have found individuals use more than one den tree over 

time. The common brushtail possum has been found to use 4-18 hollows in tracking 

individuals over various time periods (Winter 1976, Inions 1985, Cowan 1989, 

Lindenmayer eu!!. 1996, Green and Coleman 1987). Griffiths etal. (2002) tracked 4 

tree-rats over 79 days in the Darwin region and found a total of 21 trees was used, 

with an average length of stay of 2 days in each hollow tree. Gibbons and 

Lindenmayer (2002) summarise research for 12 species of possums and gliders to 

reveal that all of these species use more than one hollow with as many as 30 used by 

some gliders. There are many reasons put forward why mammals use more than one 

hollow, including parasite build up, unsuitability of some hollows in certain weather 

conditions (eg fill with water during rain), shifts in foraging or home ranges, the 

presence of a predator in the area, and the turnover of hollows in the landscape. 

In studies of hrushtail possums in New Zealand, the number of hollows used may 

decrease and the number shared with other individuals may increase with increasing 

animal densities and decreasing relative hollow availability (Pracey 1975). Other 

studies have shown the brushtail possum to he protective of den sites and home 

ranges (Winter 1976, Dunnet 1964), while Kerle (1998) found the northern brushtail 

possum to he more socially tolerant in sharing home ranges and hollows. 
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4.1.2 AVAILABILITY OF HOLLOWS 

How (1972) and Hocking ( 198 1) both suggest that high dispersion rates of immature 

hrushtail possums was a result of mature individuals protecting a limited number of 

preferred den sites. Thus social interactions may play a role in limiting possum 

densities if den protection behaviour is evident and hollows are in low numbers. 

Green and Coleman (1987) suggest that den availability is not a limiting factor in 

controlling brushtail possum densities in New Zealand, because the complex 

vegetation structure creates more den sites, and that young were not showing any 

difference in denning behaviour (i.e. number and type of hollow used) compared to 

adults. 

Strong evidence that den availability can control possum and glider densities was 

found in Ash forests of Victoria (Smith and Lindenmayer 1988). Possum and glider 

densities increased linearly with increasing den tree densities but only up to 4 den 

trees per hectare. When densities of hollow trees were above 4 other unknown 

factors were found to limit populations. Northern hrushtail possum densities were 

found to be high in areas of high densities of hollow bearing trees in Kakadu (Kerle 

1985). 

4.1.3 SPECIFIC HOLLOW REQUIREMENTS AND 

PREFERENCE 

Possums along with gliders, have been found to maintain primary den sites that are 

used frequently and other den sites used less frequently (Kehl and Borsboom 1984, 

Cowan 1989, Green and Coleman 1987, Lindenmayer eta/. 1996). Not all hollow 

bearing trees will offer the requirements for long term use (Lindenmayer etal. 1996). 

For the Leadbeater's possum Gvmnobe/ideus leadheateri it was found that only one 

out of three potential den trees, identified from a ground survey, were suitable for use 

(Smith and Lindenmayer 1988). 

Many studies have looked at the dimensions of den sites within trees, the 

characteristics of individual den trees and the surrounding attributes of den trees in 

forests and woodlands, used for many species of mammals and birds (summarised in 
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Gibbons and Lindenmayer 2002). These studies have been aimed at identifying den 

trees to he retained during logging operations in southern Australian forests and to a 

lesser extent during agricultural clearing. 

HOLLOW DIMENSIONS 

Width 

There is a tendency for animals to seek entry widths that are matched to their own 

dimensions. Minimum entry width is related to animal size across many species. This 

limits access to predators or competitors of similar body size in at least one 

dimension (Tidemann and Flavel 1987, Traill 1995. Saunders et al. 1982, Whitford 

2001). The minimum entrance width will determine the largest animal capable of 

using any hollow (Whitford 2001). To improve the dimensional description of 

potentially useable hollows. Whitford (2001) stressed the importance of not only 

reporting the minimum hole entrance and internal width and depth used by a species, 

but also the maximum dimensions used. 

Dept/i 

Gibbons et al. (2002) found that hollow dimensions, particularly hollow depth were 

superior predictors of hollow occupancy, performing better than variables at the tree 

and site level. The importance of internal width and depth have been demonstrated 

for possums. Inions et al. (1989). found that the depth of a hollow was the only 

hollow dimension significantly limiting hollow use. Possums were using hollows of 

suitable depth regardless of tree species, condition, height, size or aspect. 

TREE CHARACTERISTICS 

Studies have shown minimum entrance width and depth of a hollow are not 

significantly correlated. As a consequence, external examination of hollows (eg from 

the ground) will not reliably indicate probability of use. It has therefore been found 

useful to examine links to other tree characters to assess the probability of a tree 

being used by fauna. Early studies used a measure of tree canopy health and 

structure, organised into broad categories. Preferences of fauna were then assessed 

from relative frequencies of use of the different categories (Saunders 1979, Saunders 

et al. 1982). More recently studies using generalised linear models have statistically 

related a number of tree characters to use by possums and gliders. The most common 
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are tree diameter, the number of hollows in a tree, and the number of dead branches 

in the crown (Whitford and Williams 2002, Smith and Lindenmayer 1988, Gibbons 

ci al. 2002, Lindenmayer ci ci. 1996). 

LANDSCAPE CHARACTERISTICS 

The selection of den trees by fauna may also be related to their position in the 

landscape. Proximity to water, to other hollow bearing trees or a shrub understorey 

(Lindenmayer cial. 1990) have all been found to be associated with greater 

probability of use. Kerle (1985) found that northern hrushtail possums used trees in 

dense understorey that were associated with less frequent fire. 

QUANTIFYING HOLLOWS AND THE NEEDS OF ANIMALS 

Early studies quantified the number of animals in an area and counted the number of 

hollows in the same area to make judgernents about hollows as a limiting resource 

(Saunders ci ci. 1982). Minimum entrance width was usually the only measurement 

used to identify suitable hollows for use by a species, from ground based survey 

techniques. As hollow depth is not strongly correlated to entrance width (Mackowski 

1984), and animals need certain internal hollow requirements, such an approach 

often results in hollow estimates that suggest availability far exceeding the needs of 

fauna. 

Recognition of this difficulty has in turn led to estimates being used as an index 

rather than a precise measure of useable hollows. Smith and Lindenmayer (1988) and 

Kerle (1985) used animal densities and treated potential habitat tree densities as an 

index rather than as a direct count of hollows. Their analysis indicated that animal 

densities were limited by hollow densities, at the low index scale of hollow densities. 

Recently studies examined all hollows in an area and categorised them as being used 

or never used by fauna (Gibbons ci ci. 2002). Approximately 57% of all hollows had 

evidence of previous occupancy in southeastern eucalypt forests. Gibbons and 

Lindenmayer (2002) predict that for eucalypt forest. 6-15 hollow-bearing trees per 

hectare are needed if hollow using fauna are not to be limited by hollow availability. 
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COM PETITION 

Some native species have expanded and increased their densities with a change in 

habitat following settlement. Examples are the Galah Cacatua roseicapilla, Sulphur-

crested Cockatoo Cacatua galerita (Higgins 1999) and the common brushtail 

possum. These species are all hollow users, and with increased densities and reduced 

habitat have led to suspected competition between species for hollows. Newton 

(1998) noted that the larger species typically prevailed when competition occurred 

for the same hollow. Menkhorst (1984) found that a range of small bird and mammal 

species occupied nest boxes with large entrances until the study area was colonised 

by the mountain brushtail possum, which was the larger species. 

Garnett etal. (1999) identified the common brushtail possum as the greatest threat to 

the breeding success of the Black-cockatoo Calvptorhvnchus lathami on Kangaroo 

Island. Here it accounted for all known egg losses and two-thirds of nestling death in 

trees without a protective collar of corrugated iron excluding possum access to 

hollows. This was also seen in Victoria where the biggest impact on the nestling 

success of the endangered Red-tailed Black-cockatoo Calvptorhyvnchus banksii was 

the common brushtail possum (Jarmin 2000). 

In the Northern hemisphere where a long history of logging and clearing has lead to a 

large reduction and low recruitment of hollow hearing trees, nest boxes are often 

used to facilitated animal sheltering needs (Newton 1998). Their use in Australia is 

becoming more prevalent in urban environments to attract native birds. Methods for 

revealing competition between species for hollows have used nest boxes (Newton 

1998, Traill and Lill 1997). By placing many nest boxes in one area and comparing 

animal behaviour to other areas without increased den sites (i.e. nest boxes), 

competition can be inferred, such as increased animal densities in areas where nest 

boxes are provided. 

4.1.4 AIMS 

The aim of this study was to provide evidence of the possibility that possums and 

tree-rats may he competing for a limited supply of hollows in fragmented habitats. In 
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designing this study many factors have to be carefully considered when identifying 

hollows as being a limiting resource. 

Early studies quantifying potential habitat trees identified from ground surveys 

should only be used as an index, not a precise estimate because many animals display 

preference for particular internal hollow dimensions that cannot be accurately 

identified from ground estimates of hollow entrance width alone. 

Quantifying the shelter needs of mammals is further complicated by their social 

interaction and den selection behaviour (i.e. den protection, den sharing and den 

swapping behaviour) 

More recently, studies were successful in showing that animal densities were 

correlated to potential den tree densities (ground surveyed), when both animal and 

den tree densities were used as an index rather than a precise estimate. The 

experiments proved hollow availability was a limiting resource for mammals when 

comparing mammal densities in areas of high and low potential habitat tree densities. 

Regression models using significant tree characters can assist in the identification 

of preferred habitat trees when used on ground surveys. 

My study is based on the premise that possum densities are unusually high in 

fragmented forest and are thought to be a cause of the possible competition for 

preferred hollows with tree-rats in these areas. Based upon previous studies, I chose 

to combine a ground survey of potential habitat trees and animal densities to be used 

as an index to compare areas with high and low relative potential habitat tree 

availability. Then by comparing significant differences in hollows selected in areas 

of low and high potential habitat tree availability, evidence of competition may be 

revealed. 

The results of combining Chapters 2 and 3 are displayed in table 4. 1, suaestin a 

dramatic drop in potential habitat tree availability for each individual animal in 

patches. 
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TABLE 4.1. Estimates of potential habitat tree densities (i.e. any tree with a hollow 

>5cm in entrance width estimated from a ground survey), and possum and tree-rat 

densities combined to give an estimate of the number of potential habitat trees 

available per animal (possum or tree-rat) in patches and continuous areas. 

CONTINUOUS PATCHES 

Potential habitat 15 14 
trees ha' 

Animals ha' 0.6 3.6 

Potential habitat 25 4 
trees available 
per animal 

The basic question I seek to answer is: are hollows a limited resource for possums 

and tree-rats in patches compared to continuous woodlands? 

The related questions to test the competition hypothesis are: 

Is there a significant difference in the dimensions of hollows used by possums and 

tree-rats in continuous areas (areas of low possum density)? 

Is there a significant difference in the dimensions of hollows used by possums and 

tree-rats in patches (areas of high possum density)? 

Do individual animals use fewer hollows in patches compared to continuous areas 

(i.e. areas of low relative hollow availability)? 

Is there a significant high rate of den tree sharing among individual animals in 

patches compared to continuous areas (i.e. areas of low relative hollow availability)? 

Is there a greater use of alternative (non-hollow) shelter in patches compared to 

continuous areas? 

NO 



4.2 METHODS 

I use a technique similar to Oldroyd (1994), whereby the dimensions of hollows used 

by different species are quantified, the densities of animals and hollows are estimated 

and the possibilities of limitations on hollow availability are discussed in terms of 

variation in attributes of hollows selected where availability varies. 

4.2.1 RADIO TRACKING 

Starting in August 2002 and finishing in 2002, individual possums and tree-rats were 

fitted with radio collars and tracked for a period of 7 days. Radio tracking to den 

trees was carried out during daylight hours and did not overlap with trapping 

sessions. Individuals were tracked to den trees, with information about tree 

characters, location and date recorded. The animal ethics committee NTU endorsed/ 

approved all radio tracking procedures carried out before this study commenced 

(Project Reference No. A02020). 

Six mature possums were chosen in each of the 5 sites with approximately half males 

and females within each site. In the continuous sites, 2 possums where chosen from 

within each of 3 of the sampling grids. From the previous trapping sessions it was 

estimated that the patches had 3 times the density of possums than the continuous 

sites. In the continuous sites, by radio collaring 2 possums in each of 3 sampling 

grids, the ratio of possum densities per ha to the number of possums tracked per ha 

remained consistent between patches and continuous sites. 

Mature Tree-rats captured were radio collared within the 5 sites and tracked on the 

same days as possums. Additional den trees used by tree-rats were obtained for my 

study as tree-rats were also radio tracked in the same sites on previous occasions as 

part of another project (B. Rankrnore, unpublished data). 

4.2.2 DEN TREE CHARACTERS 

All den trees that were confirmed to he Litilised by possums and tree-rats from the 

radio tracking procedure in 4.2. 1, were then assessed from the ground for the same 
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tree characters described in 2.2.2. The den tree was then climbed using abseiling 

equipment to measure hollows for internal and entrance dimensions and for possible 

occupancy by possums or tree-rats. 

When a den tree had more than one hollow entrance, the use of each hollow entrance 

was judged to he either used or not used by the possum or tree-rat by the amount of 

wear and the presence of fur around the hollow entrance, scratch marks to the hollow 

entrance, and a visual check looking into the hollow. 

When more than one hollow entrance connected to the internal den site, and all 

hollows showed signs of use, than the hollow with the largest entrance size was 

recorded as the entrance used by either possums or Tree-rats for statistical analysis. 

Hollows were measured for entrance minimum and maximum diameters, depth and 

internal width at the den site of each hollow. A flexible PVC pipe was inserted into 

the hollow to measure the depth of the hollow. Then I climbed to the point where the 

denning site was estimated by the PVC pipe length, and drilled a 10 cm width hole 

using a hand operated brace and drill hit. A piece of wire was inserted into the hole, 

marked and then measured to give an internal width at the denning site of the hollow 

branch or trunk. 

PANDANUS 

After it was discovered that Paiidwius with a large biomass of dead leaves in the 

apron, was used by possums as a den site in patches, I quantified the density of 

pandanus within all sites. Pandanus was classed as a potential den site if the stem had 

a dense apron of dead leaves attached. Each stem with a dense covering of leaves 

was classed as one potential den site. This was done as an absolute count of potential 

den sites in each area and not as a sampling technique done as in Chapter 2 for tree 

hollow densities. As pandanus stems with a dense covering of dead leaves were 

easily recognisable, a complete count was viable within the time frame of this 

project. 
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4.2.3 STATISTICS 

Generalised linear models were built to identify tree characteristics that are 

observable from the ground used by either possums or tree-rats. This entailed 

comparing trees that were confirmed to he occupied from the radio tracking 

procedure, with trees measured in the general survey assumed not to be occupied. 

Den trees used by possums were compared using to the den trees used by tree-rats to 

look for any significantly different tree characters between tree usage by either 

species. This was done by combining all tree characters into a multivariate analysis 

as mentioned in 2.2.5. All procedures used a generalised linear model with a logit 

link for binomial responses. 

The models were built using a Backward stepwise removal process with p = 0.05 for 

retaining explanatory variables. The same methods mentioned in 2.2.5 were used to 

asses the appropriateness of the models. 

4.2.4 TREE CATEGORIES 

The formula (equation 1) described in 2.2.6 for categorising trees into a natural 

progression of hollow formation and structural decline was applied to the trees to 

which radio tagged animals were tracked. This gave the numbers of trees used by 

possums and tree-rats for each category, permitting a direct comparison of relative 

availability with relative use. By comparing the total counts of trees in each tree 

category observed within plots on the tree survey (Chapter 2). 

4.3 RESULTS 

4.3.1 HOLLOW DIMENSIONS 

The minimum hollow entrance widths (measured to the nearest cm) for hollows used 

by possums and tree-rats in patches and continuous forest (figure 4.1). There was a 

significant difference in the minimum entrance widths of hollows used by tree-rats in 

patches compared to continuous areas (Mann-Whitney U test, z = 3.23, n = 14 and 

18, p = 0.001). There was a significant difference in the minimum entrance widths of 
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hollows used by tree-rats and possums in patches (Mann-Whitney U test, z = 3.88, n 

= 14 and 25, p = 0.001). There was no significant difference in the minimum hollow 

entrance width between possums and tree-rat in continuous areas (Mann-Whitney U 

test, z = 1 .44, n = 41 and 18, p = 0. 15), or between continuous areas and patches for 

possums (Mann-Whitney U test, z = 1.45. n = 40 and 25. p = 0.14). 
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FIGURE 4.1. The minimum hollow entrance widths (measured to the nearest cm) 

for 65 hollows used by 29 possums and 32 hollows used by 16 tree-rats, comparing 

continuous and patches of Eucalypt woodland. Values are Median, 25%-75% range 

for boxes and whiskers are minimum and maximum values. 
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FIGURE 4.2. The internal hollow width at base of hollow (measured to the nearest 

cm) for 65 hollows used by 29 possums and 32 hollows used by 16 tree-rats, 

comparing continuous and patches of Eucalypt woodland. Values are Median, 25%-

75% range for boxes and whiskers are minimum and maximum values. 

The internal hollow widths of hollows measured at the base of the hollow showed a 

significant difference in the internal width of hollows used by possums and tree-rats 

in patches (Mann-Whitney U test, z = 2.17, n = 25 and 14, p = 0.03) (figure 4.2). 

There was no significant difference in any of the other hollow dimensions measured 

between and within species and between and within locations using Mann-Whitney 

U tests (table 4.2). Although the average hollow depth was not significantly different 

between continuous and patches for possums (table 4.2), when looking at the 

distribution of hollow depths, the relative number of shallow hollows (<40cm deep) 

used in patches was more than in continuous sites (24% and 7% respectively). 



TABLE 4.2. Means for minimum entrance width, maximum entrance hollow width, 

internal hollow width, hollow depth and the height of hollow entrance from the 

ground, used by possums and tree-rats in continuous and patches of woodland. 

Standard deviations in brackets, except for hollow height which has mm-max values 

in brackets. Mann-Whitney U test comparing differences in entrance width (mm) 

between species within patches, and internal width between species within patches. 

('p>0.05,p>0.01,''p>0.001) 

Entrance Entrance Internal Hollow Hollow 

width min width max width depth height 

(cm) (cm) (cm) (m) (m) 

CONTINUOUS 

Possum 12(4.6) 17 (8.7) 

Tree-rat 11(5.5) 15(9.2) 

PA TCHES 

Possum 11** (5.0) 14 (7.0) 

Tree-rat 6** (1.1) 8.5(6.3) 

20(6) 3.0(2.1) 9(1-16) 

19(6) 2.5 (2.3) 10(3-18) 

20* (6) 2.5 (2.4) 8 (2-19) 

16*(5) 2.4(1.8) 9(4-16) 

4.3.2 SHARING AND NUMBER USED 

The radio tracking procedure carried out for possums revealed some interesting 

changes in den tree use between patches and continuous areas (table 4.3). The 

average number of den trees used per possum was significantly higher in continuous 

areas compared to patches (Mann-Whitney U test, z = 3.37, df= 27, p = 0.001). The 

average number of den sites (including pandanus use) used per possum was also 

significantly higher in continuous areas (Mann-Whitney U test, z = 2.79. df = 27, 

p <0.01). The number of den trees that were shared between individual possums 

(combining results of sharing a den tree on the same day or on alternate days) was 

significantly more in patches compared to continuous areas (55% to 12% 

respectively). A chi-squared test of frequencies gave y,  2 = 9.52, df = I, p = 0.002. 



TABLE 4.3. The average number of den trees and den sites (including pandanus) 

used by 29 possums radio tracked over 6 days. The total number of den trees used 

and the number of den trees shared between radio tracked possums, for patches and 

continuous woodland. (*p<0.05  p<O.OI  Kp<O.00l) 

Continuous Patches p-value 

Den trees 4.5 2.0 
(1.6) (1.2) 

Den sites 4.5 2.6 ** 
(1.6) (1.0) 

Total used 49 36 na 

Total shared 6 20 na 

Den trees 12% 55% 
Shared % 

4.3.3 PANDANUS 

By combining data from Chapter 3 on animal densities, densities of potential den 

sites in pandanus aprons (see methods 4.2.2), and the percentage of possums radio 

tracked over 6 days using pandanus as a den site (table 4.4), a clear pattern emerges 

of possum densities, pandanus density and pandanus use by possums. Unfortunately 

there were no pandanus sterns classed as potential den sites found in the continuous 

areas and so a complete statistical analysis could not be carried out. 

The counts of pandanus sterns (classed as potential shelter) were compared to the 

total number of possums caught over the 6 night trapping session (table 3.3) for each 

patch site. A chi-squared test of observed possum counts and expected counts 

according to the ratio of pandanus found in each patch gave no significant difference 

between patches ( = 0.89, df = 2, p = 0.64). Using Fishers exact test, comparing the 

use/not use of pandanus as shelter by 6 possums in each patch, between patch sites 

gave no significant difference between patches (patch 1 Vs patch 2, p = 0.3)(patch 1 

Vs patch 3, p = 0.1)(patch 2 Vs patch 3, p = 0.5). 
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I interpret this to mean that possum densities are strongly related to pandanus 

density, and the use of pandanus as shelter by possums did not correlate strongly 

with the density of pandanus (i.e. not significantly different from random chance). 

However by using a larger sample size the trend of increased use of pandanus as 

shelter by possums, as pandanus density increases with possum densities may also 

become significantly correlated. Raw data for the above two tests is given in table 

A.8. 

TABLE 4.4. The percentage of 29 possums radio tracked over 6 days using 

pandanus as a den site, the density per hectare of pandanus (refer to methods 4.2.2), 

and possum and tree-rat densities per hectare (tables 3.3 and 3.5) for the two 

continuous sites and three patches of forest. 

CONTINUOUS PATCHES 

Site 1 Site 2 Site 1 Site 2 Site 3 

%using 0 0 17 50 66 
p an d an L15 

pandanus 0 0 3 7 9 
density ha' 

possum 0.23 0.13 0.7 2.1 3.0 
density ha' 

tree-rat 0.08 na 0.09 0.14 0.14 
density ha' 

4.3.4 TREE CHARACTERS 

Analysis of the relationships between use of trees by possums and/or tree-rats and 

features of individual trees is summarised in table 4.5. Different models are 

presented for subsets of the data where sample size permits. 
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TABLE 4.5. Parameter values and significance tests for logistic regression models 

relating tree use as a den site by either possums or tree-rats to features of the tree. 

Coefficient s.d. Wald p-value 

ALL TREES 
COMBINED 

Intercept -3.3 0.6 30 0.0001 
Trunk hollow 0.98 0.2 20 0.0001 
Trunk height 0.13 0.05 5.6 0.01 
Canopy width 0.13 0.06 4.8 0.003 
Major branches 0.4 0.1 8.7 0.003 
Minor branches -0.29 0.1 8.4 0.004 

Tree-rat 
Intercept -5.2 0.9 29 0.0001 
Trunk hollow 1.1 0.3 18.5 0.0001 
Canopy width 0.30 0.1 9.3 0.002 
Major branches 0.66 0.2 10.7 0.001 
Minor branches -0.4 0.1 8.5 0.004 

STRING YBARK 
Possum 
Intercept -3.4 1.7 4.1 0.04 
Trunk hollow 3.4 0.9 14.7 0.0001 
Branch hollow 1.7 0.9 3.8 0.05 
Tree height 0.2 0.1 5 0.03 
Minor branches -0.5 0.2 4.6 0.03 

Tree-rat 
Intercept -6.6 2.0 10.4 0.001 
Trunk hollow 2.0 0.6 10.2 0.001 
Branch hollow 0.6 0.3 4.4 0.04 
Canopy width 0.24 0.1 3.8 0.05 

WOOLLYBUTT 
Possum 
Intercept -2.6 0.5 25.6 0.0001 
Trunk hollow 1.5 0.3 19.6 0.0001 
Major branches 0.4 0.2 5 0.02 



ALL TREES MODEL 

Possum (Possum trees, JV=69. Siir'ev trees, N= 179) 

- INTERCEPT + TRUNK HOLLOW + TRUNK HEIGHT + CANOPY WIDTH + 

MAJOR BRANCHES - MINOR BRANCHES 

There are five tree characters that are significantly associated with the likelihood that 

a tree of any species is used by a possum. This model shows that the number of 

trunk hollows, major branches and canopy width all increase and the number of 

minor branches decrease the chances of a possum occupying a tree. Tree diameter is 

strongly correlated to hollow formation and so is not needed in a model with hollows 

also present. A goodness of fit test gave a deviance = 177. df = 23 1 and a p-value = 

0.77 giving no reason to suggest an inappropriate model is being used. In summary 

this model indicates that trees used by possums tend to be large, have obvious 

hollows present, and retain a reasonably healthy (wide) canopy. 

Tree-rat (Tree-rat trees N=32. Suri'ev trees N= 179) 

- INTERCEPT + TRUNK HOLLOW + CANOPY WIDTH + MAJOR BRANCHES 

- MINOR BRANCHES 

This model is very similar to the possum model except that trunk height is not 

included. Inclusion of the number of trunk hollows with the number of major 

branches and canopy width as positive values suggests a large tree that has retained a 

reasonable canopy despite considerable structural change. A goodness of fit test 

gave a deviance = 8 1, df = 201 and a p-value = 0.42 giving no reason to suggest an 

inappropriate model. 

POSSUM VS TREE-RAT MODEL 

Trees used by possums were compared to the trees used by tree-rats. By using 

multivariate analysis, all tree characters were compared at once for trees used by 

possums and tree-rats. No tree characters or interactions between tree characters 

were significantly different between trees used by possums and tree-rats. Trunk 

height is not found in the tree-rat model, although trunk height was significant in the 

possum model. The reason trunk height did not show up as a significantly different 



tree character when comparing trees used by possums and tree-rats, is that it is only 

marginally correlated in the possum model. 

STRINGYBARK 

Possum (Possum trees N = 32.Suryev trees N = 47) 

- INTERCEPT + TRUNK HOLLOW + BRANCH HOLLOW + TREE HEIGHT - 

MINOR BRANCHES 

Branch hollows are now included when the model is confined to tree species. Ideally, 

separate models for each tree species would give the best predictive power as all 

trees respond to hollow formation differently. Tree height is included instead of trunk 

height and major branching is no longer significant. Tall tree with obvious hollows 

and some reduction in canopy condition (as minor branching is negatively 

correlated) are more often used. 

Tree-rat (Tree-rat trees N = 17. Suri'ev trees N = 47) 

- INTERCEPT + TRUNK HOLLOW + BRANCH HOLLOW + CANOPY WIDTH 

This model indicates trees, with many hollows but retaining a wide canopy. May 

represent an earlier stage of tree decline compared to possum tree model. 

WOOLLYBUTT 

Possum (Possum trees N = 29. Suri'ev trees N = 70) 

- INTERCEPT + TRUNK HOLLOW + MAJOR BRANCHES 

This is a much simpler model with only two characters significant in the use of E. 

miniata by possums. For trunk hollows and major branch numbers both to be 

positively associated with use suggests a tree at an early stage of structural decline. 

Not enough trees were used by tree-rats to derive reliable a model for Woollybutt. 

4.3.5 APPLYING REGRESSION MODELS 

In the ground survey carried out in Chapter 2. all hollow-bearing trees that were 

identified as having at least one hollow greater than Scm in entrance width were 

classified as potential habitat trees useable by possums and tree-rats. By applying the 
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regression models in 4.3.4 to all the hollow-hearing trees classed as potentially 

suitable for possums and tree-rats, an idea of the models usefulness can be revealed. 

This is seen in the histograms shown in figures 4.3 and 4.4, where many trees that 

were classed as potential habitat trees from the ground survey are isolated as not 

likely to be potentially used by tree-rats (figure 4.3) or possums (figure 4.4). Trees 

isolated as not highly likely to be used are on the left hand side of the histograms and 

become increasingly likely to be used progressing to the right. 
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FIGURE 4.3. Histogram showing the total number trees classed as potential habitat 

trees for tree-rats from the ground survey (Chapter 2), with the tree-rat occupancy 

regression model applied. The results suggest the majority hollow-bearing trees do 

not satisfy the requirements of tree-rats. Selection is based on much more than the 

simple availability of a hollow. 
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FIGURE 4.4. Histogram showing the total number trees classed as potential habitat 

trees for possums from the ground survey (Chapter 2), with the possum occupancy 

regression mode! applied. The results suggest the majority hollow-bearing trees do 

not satisfy the requirements of possums. Selection is based on much more than the 

simple availability of a hollow. 

4.3.6 TREE CATEGORIES 

Applying the rapid assessment formu!a (2.2.6) to den trees used by possums and 

tree-rats, and then comparing the use of each category of tree to the relative 

abundance of each tree category (table 2.12), some interesting results appear (table 

4.6). Both possums and tree-rats se!ect category 3 trees in continuous sites at much 

greater frequency than would be expected based on relative availability (x2 = 21 .6, df 

= 2 
, 
p <0.001 for possums and x2 = 6.6, df = 2, p = 0.03 for tree-rats). In patches 

both species appeared to he less selective (y = 5.8. df= 2, p = 0.06 for possums and 

= 3.6, df= 2, p = 0.17 for tree-rats). For this analysis, tree categories 4 and 5 were 

0 
0 
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collapsed into category 4 to elevate counts. Caution is applied with conclusions about 

tree-rat analysis in patches as expected counts are below 5 in category 4 and 5. 

TABLE 4.6. The counts of hollow-hearing trees in each category from the ground 

survey (Chapter 2). The observed use of trees in each category by possums and tree-

rats, and the expected use according the relative availability of trees in each category 

in patches and continuous sites. 

CONTINUOUS 

Tree Possums Tree-rats 
Category counts observed expected observed expected 

2 21 2 15 1 5 
3 24 30 17 9 5 

4&5 21 16 15 6 5 

PATCHES 

Tree Possums Tree-rats 
Category counts observed expected observed expected 

2 16 6 11 3 5 
3 16 12 11 8 5 

4&5 11 13 8 2 4 

4.4 DISCUSSION 

The logic outlined in the general aims (1.2) will now he put into context. When 

Possums and tree-rats have relatively abundant potential habitat trees available to 

them (i.e. continuous areas, table 4. I), both possums and tree-rats are strongly 

selective and choose trees of similar structural types of hollow-hearing trees with 

similar hollow dimensions. Choices overlap considerably in the range of hollows and 

hollow hearing-tree dimensions when they have many trees to choose from (i.e. 

continuous sites). Possums and tree-rats are exercising similar preferences for a 

particular structural type of hollow-hearing tree in relation to the relative availability 

of hollow-bearing trees in the environment. 



When possum densities are high and consequently potential habitat tree availability 

low (i.e. in patches, table 4. 1) the pattern is different. Tree-rats use significantly 

different hollow dimensions in patches compared with their choices in continuous 

areas, and tree-rats no longer used hollows of the same dimensions most frequently 

used by possums (figures 4.1 and 4.2). Possums were found to be selecting a wider 

range of hollows and hollow-bearing trees than in low possum densities (figure 4.1 

and table 4.6). Possums were using less den trees and sharing den trees with other 

individuals more often. Possums were using alternative shelter (i.e. pandanus) more 

often relative to the density of possums and the density of alternative shelter within 

each patch site. This evidence suggests that hollows are in limited supply for 

possums and tree-rats in patches compared to continuous woodland, resulting in 

competition between species for preferred hollow dimensions. 

4.4.1 HOLLOW DIMENSIONS 

MINIMUM ENTRANCE WIDTH 

There is general belief that fauna tend to select the smallest minimum entrance 

widths that their morphology allows, especially when predation and competition for 

hollows with other species is known (Whitford 2001). Menkhorst (1984) observed 

mountain brushtail possums excluding smaller fauna from nest boxes. My data show 

that in continuous areas (figure 4.1) where animal densities are relatively low, 

possums and tree-rats overlap considerably for minimum entrance width hollows. In 

patches possums and tree-rats are selecting significantly different minimum entrance 

widths. When possum densities are high, tree-rats are less likely to use larger 

minimum entrance width hollows. 

Tree-rats have significantly reduced the average minimum entrance width that they 

use in continuous sites from 11 cm to 6 cm in patches, with the 25-75% range 

reducing from 6-14cm to 5-7 cm in patches. In patches possums are themselves 

selecting a wider range of minimum hollow widths, and the 25-75% range has 

dropped from 10-13cm in continuous to 7-13cm in patches (table 4.2). When 

comparing the 25-75% ranges of possums and tree-rats in patches a clear separation 

point emerges at the 7 cm minimum entrance width (figure 4. 1). I interpret these 
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results as indicating that possums are utilising all hollows that their bodily 

dimensions allow, which has excluded tree-rats from many hollows that they would 

otherwise use, restricting them to use much smaller entrance width hollows. This 

pattern is not influenced by variation in availability of hollows in high and low 

animal density areas. There was very little difference found in the availability and 

distribution of hollows in four class sizes (tables 2.2 and 2.6) between continuous 

sites and patches. 

INTERNAL HOLLOW WIDTH 

The same trend found for minimum entrance widths can he found for internal width 

at the den site (figure 4.2). Looking at the minimum entrance widths and internal 

hollow widths suggests that preferred hollow dimensions are those with a relatively 

small entrance width (to perhaps exclude predators and large fauna) but also 

retaining quite a large internal diameter at the den site (table 4.2). 

HOLLOW DEPTH 

Inions etal. (1989) found depth of hollow to he the most significant variable 

discriminating hollows used by possums from relative availability. With hollows < 

15 cm deep never used, <28 cm rarely used and progressively increasing in use with 

depth up to 185cm deep. My results (table 4.2) have possum hollow depth deeper in 

continuous sites. Possums were using shallow hollows (>40cm) in patches more 

often than continuous sites at 24% and 7% respectively. Whilst firm conclusions 

cannot he drawn from this latter variation alone, it is consistent with the other 

evidence that at high densities, possums are using shallower and presumably sub-

optimal hollows. 

HOLLOW HEIGHT 

Green and Coleman (1987) found the majority of den sites chosen by possums to be 

on or near the ground in New Zealand forest. My study found that although many 

hollows were present at ground level, none were used by possums. Perhaps the 

presence of goannas and other predators, as well as non-arboreal mammals 

(bandicoot) are excluding possums and tree-rats from this resource. 
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I regard these results as solid evidence that elevated possum densities result in 

exclusion of ti-ce-rats from some favourable hollows, although other possible reasons 

for the significant shift in hollow selection by tree-rats cannot be excluded. There 

may be a different suite of predators in patches (eg more cats and less snakes), 

favouring selection of smaller hollows. There may be greater competition for food in 

dense populations, leading to pressures to select trees closer to food supplies, even if 

hollows are relatively unfavourable. may be another influence. More robust 

discrimination of causal relationships will require experimentation, perhaps by 

manipulating hollow availability (see nest boxes below). 

4.4.2 SHARING TREES AND NUMBER OF TREES USED 

Many studies have documented the occurrence of multiple hollow use by possums, 

with many factors being shown to influence the number of hollows an individual 

uses. Pracey (1975) observed that hrushtail possums may alter the number of hollows 

used and increase the sharing of hollows when densities are higher or hollow 

availability is limited. Gibbons and Lindenmayer (2002) suggest that possums will 

also use every hollow that is available to them. Evidence (table 4.3) that possums 

suffer constraints on choice in patches comes from the number of den trees used by 

individuals in patches being significantly less over a 6 day tracking period compared 

to continuous sites. The number of times a den tree was shared either on the same 

day or on alternating days was significantly higher in patches compared to 

continuous sites. 

The tendency for possums to use more than one hollow was evident in both patches 

and continuous sites. In patches possums on average used 2 den trees each over the 6 

days, and this figure would probably increase with extended tracking periods. As a 

result of the increased possum densities, and the apparent need to use more than one 

hollow, in patches individual possums would rotate hollow use with other possums 

on alternating days. 

I consider it likely that although simultaneous sharing of hollows may sometimes be 

tolerated, having sole use of a site may be preferred. I base this suggestion on 

personal observations made when releasing up to 3 individuals directly under known 



den trees. All possums will climb into the same hollow, but growl and fight as each 

individual entered the same hollow to escape me. Within the heavi!y populated 

patches some possums did not use a tree hollow at all, instead restricting their shelter 

use to pandanus aprons. 

The presence of predators in an area has been suggested as one reason why animals 

may use multiple hollows (Gibbons and Lindenmayer 2002). I observed a relevant 

behaviour from some possums when re-trapping to collect radio collars. This process 

entailed radio tracking an individual to its den tree and placing 4 cage traps around 

the base of the tree, then checking the traps the following morning. Possums that had 

returned to the same hollow throughout the 6 day radio tracking period were very 

hard to recapture and would invariably move den sites the following night following 

placement of traps under their den tree. 

My data analysis on the number of hollows used per possum is an underestimate 

because of the short period of tracking. Caution should he applied when comparing 

my results to other studies that tracked animals for much longer periods. Tree-rats 

use of different hollows were not compared between patches and continuous sites as 

some individuals were tracked over longer periods than others. 

PANDANUS USE 

Unfortunately no pandaiiiis classed as useable shelter was identified in the 

continuous areas, preventing testing of hypothesis 5 (see 4.1.4 aims). However, 

possum densities and the percentage of possums using Pandanus for shelter increase 

directly with the increased density of Pandanus (table 4.4). Availability of pandanus 

may be related to reduced fire frequency occurring in patches compared to the 

continuous sites. A similar response of Pandanus to fire exclusion in Kakadu over a 

20 year period, gave densities of 24 pandanus trees per 0.6 hectares in unburnt sites 

compared to 0 pandanus trees in sites unprotected from the ambient fire regime 

(burnt every 1-2 years)(Bowman and Panton 1995). Kerle's (1985) extensive work in 

Kakadu found a strong correlation of increased possum densities with a reduced fire 

frequency, that leads to a more complex vegetation structure and increased food 

availability. 



4.4.3 REGRESSION MODELS 

The logistic regression models identify some interesting processes when comparing 

models of hollow formation with models of trees preferred by possums and tree-rats. 

Models presented in Chapter 2 show that as the number of trunk hollows increase, 

the canopy width, tree height, and number of major and minor branches all decline 

(table 2.8). The models describing the tree characters that influence trees chosen by 

possums and tree-rats, however, tell a different story (table 4.5). Whilst presence of 

trunk hollows is the most important predictor, the positive relationship of associated 

tree characters such as canopy width and number of major branches, suggest a tree 

with good canopy condition is also preferred even though these attributes may be 

associated with fewer hollows. This is reinforced as the number of dead branches in a 

canopy was not included in any tree choice models but is highly significant in 

determining the numbers of hollows in individual trees (table 2.8). These results 

suggest that the range of hollow-bearing trees most suitable for possums and tree-rats 

can he substantially narrowed (figures 4.3 and 4.4), and may he applied to ground 

surveys to focus attention on "prospective" trees. 

These models are only relevant to the areas within the study region. Northern 

brushtail possums and black-footed tree-rats occur in other vegetation communities, 

but application of these models should he restricted to E. tetrodonta and E. miniata 

forest/woodland. 

4.4.4 TREE CATEGORIES AND MAMMAL PREFERENCE 

By applying the rapid assessment index to the den trees used by possums and tree-

rats, preferred trees can he quickly identified (category 3 in figure A.7). The 

preference of possums and tree-rats for trees with trunk hollows and also with good 

canopy cover, is further highlighted. This type of analysis was done by Saunders et 

al. (1982) to reveal that of 4 species of birds, only the Red-tailed black cockatoo 

showed preference for any particular category of tree based on structural integrity. 

When comparing the use and the availability of den trees in each category there is 

significant preference for category 3 trees, by possums and tree-rats in continuous 

sites (table 4.6). I interpret this result to indicate that when hollows are not limited, 
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possums and tree-rats prefer a tree with (i) good canopy cover (ii) a large internal den 

site width (iii) a moderate entrance width and (iv) depth > 40cm (figure A.7). But 

when hollow availability is limited as in patches a wider range of hollows will he 

used, provided they can he accessed. 

Trees in category 2 have relatively small hollows and so may restrict the access of 

arboreal mammals, particularly possums and to a lesser extent tree-rats, but category 

4 and 5 hollow-bearing trees have larger hollows with unrestricted access to 

possums, and yet are not prefe ri-ed by possums or tree-rats. The larger hollow 

dimensions occurring in category 4 and S trees may allow access to den sites by 

predators (i.e. cats, lai-ge pythons. goannas). Possums and tree-rats prefer hollow 

trees with good canopy cover, as these trees are likely to have cooler internal hollow 

temperatures compared to trees with severely degraded canopy conditions. This 

hypothesis can he readily tested by recording temperatures in hollows in different 

tree categories and i-elating these to thermal preferences shown by possums and tree-

rats in laboratory experiments. A large tree canopy may also offer better protection 

from aerial predators, and trees in category 3 have more leaves, fruits and flowers 

than category 4 and 5 and so also offer food. Trees with dense canopy cover may 

also inhibit the entry of water into the hollow. 

There are, however, limitations in using the tree categories developed in Chapter 2, 

for testing the preferences possums and tree-rats have for a particular tree structure. 

Categories 1, 2 and 3 are reliably identifiable as they are classed on the observation 

of either not possessing a hollow, possessing a branch hollow only, or possessing a 

trunk hollow. Categories 3, 4 and 5 are all various stages of trunk hollow formation 

and canopy decline and are not as easily separated into categories. Nonetheless, this 

method of categorising trees to identify preferences by fauna has wider application 

then the quite specific and more difficult to use regression models. 

NEST BOXES 

Using knowledge of the behaviour shown by tree-rats in patches for den selection, a 

nest box excluding possums can be designed. For tree-rats, an entrance width ranging 

from 6x6-7x7crn including a tunnel of equal diameter approximately 50cm long into 

a den site at least 16cm in width would meet the needs but not permit access by adult 



possums. From personal observations possums can access den sites as small as 6cm 

(minimum width) if the hollow opens up instantly to a much wider den site as in 

trunk hollows. A tunnel of approximately 50cm long opening up into a den site, 

allows tree-rats to enter but stops access by possums as their skeletal dimensions are 

larger. This may also help restrict the access of some predators (eg cats), compared 

to nest box designs without tunnel entrances. 

[4 



CHAPTER 5 SYNTHESIS AND CONCLUSIONS 

The two separate aims outlined in 1.2 will now be discussed in conjunction because 

they are intimately linked. The number of hollows and hollow bearing trees may be 

quite accurately estimated from ground based observations in northern eucalypt open 

forests and woodlands. Estimating the proportion of trees suitable for possums and 

tree-rats is less robust when considering the following. My ground based estimates of 

hollows suitable for possums and tree-rats suggests that there are up to 4 potential 

habitat trees available for each individual possum or tree-rat in patches (table 4.1). 

However, evidence provided by changes in den selection behaviour (Chapter 4) 

suggests hollow availability is limited for possums and tree-rats in patches. There is 

an obvious conflict of estimation procedures here that can be resolved to some extent 

by the analysis of tree hollow formation (Chapter 2) and den selection behaviour 

(Chapter 4) by possums and tree-rats. 

5.1 IMPROVING GROUND BASED SURVEYS 

There are many factors that compromise the accuracy of estimating the number of 

den trees used and needed by mammals. My ground estimates class trees with at least 

one hollow greater than 5cm minimum entrance width as a potential habitat tree. 

However, most adult possums are excluded from hollow minimum entrance widths 

of less than 10cm that do not instantly open up into a large internal diameter, such as 

in branch hollows. Consequently, a proportion of den trees with hollows >5cm will 

not be accessible resulting in an over estimate of hollow availability if based entirely 

on ground based surveys. 

Northern brushtail possums will use many hollows if numerous hollows of 

appropriate dimensions are available. Availability is dependant on relative animal 

densities and hollow densities in an area. Possums will share more often and choose 

hollows outside preferred dimensions as well as alternative shelter like pandanus 

when animal densities are high and access to hollows of preferred dimensions is 

consequently constrained. 



Black footed tree-rats are capable of using restricted hollow dimensions when 

options are constrained. Whilst measuring entrances of hollows used by tree-rats in 

patches I observed chewing that increased the minimum entrance width of branch 

hollows out to 5cm in diameter to gain access to potential den sites. They are also 

capable of nesting in non-tree hollow habitat such as houses and pandanus (B. 

Rankrnore personal comm.). 

Possums and tree-rats favour not only a certain range of hollow sizes but also a 

particular tree structure (table 4.5, figures 4.3 and 4.4). Estimates of hollow densities 

from ground surveys can factor in error rates (hollows not seen) and miscalculating 

hollow entrance sizes, but judging den suitability from minimum entrance diameter 

alone cannot effectively predict the internal dimensions of hollows. The relationship 

of hollow formation and tree structural decline revealed in Chapter 2 and then used 

in Chapter 4 regression models provided important clues that can assist in deriving a 

more relevant index (methods 2.2.6 and figure A.7). Generally as internal and 

external hollow dimensions increase from category 2 through to 5, fauna may show 

preference through this index, and so it may have wider applications for different 

studies and management goals. The validity of applying this index to a broad range 

of fauna could be tested. The first step would apply the formula (equation 1. in 2.2.6) 

to a wide range of tree species at all stages of structural decline, and then measuring 

those trees for internal and external hollow dimensions and related tree characters. 

Then the formula would be applied to trees identified as most frequently used by a 

particular vertebrate species. 

This has important implications for identifying den tree characteristics and the 

densities that need to be retained in fragmented forests and for planning urban and 

rural development in the Darwin region, especially for connecting areas of preferred 

habitat. As development in the Top End increases in intensity and pace, long term 

planning procedures can be developed, to reduce the extreme impacts on native 

fauna seen in southern Australia. 
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5.2 IMPACTS OF FRAGMENTATION 

POSSUMS 

In NT environments food and den site availability are unable to be separated as both 

food and shelter are strongly influenced by the prevailing fire regime. Reduced fire 

frequency creates pandanus harbour (Bowman and Panton 1995) and more hollows 

(i.e. standing dead trees Williams etal. 1999) and also increases leaf, fruit and flower 

production (Setterfield 1997, Williams 1997). 

Previous studies have shown that increased possum densities are related to a reduced 

fire frequency in NT. This creates a more stable food reserve all year round and 

increases the abundance of food available from fire sensitive plants (Kerle 1985, 

Woinarski in press). My results show that pandanus density, possum densities and 

the use of pandanus as a shelter all increase together (table 4.4). This suggests that 

alternative shelter (i.e. not tree hollows) may also influence the densities of possums. 

Although the increased density of pandanus (with dense biomass in an apron) may be 

the result of the decreased fire frequency seen in patches. Further studies that can 

separate the influence of fire, food availability and shelter would be very interesting. 

Manually removing dead leaves from all mature pandanus stalks in patches, and 

radio tracking possums and monitoring densities may reveal the importance of 

shelter compared to fire and food resources. If possum densities decreased 

considerably compared to control sites then shelter requirements could be considered 

as an independently strong influence on population densities. If possum densities 

remain high then shelter may be excluded as a strong influence of possum survival. 

Possums have a small home range in the NT at approximately lanimal had , and seem 

to be doing quite well in small patches (6-13 ha). Possums have adapted to limited 

den tree availability by using a wide range of hollows and sheltering in pandanus. 

For the moment it is possible to conclude that possums are dealing with 

fragmentation very well and limitations imposed by availability of shelter are 

unlikely to compromise viability, even in isolated large patches. Although patches 

remain vulnerable to fire and suitability of long unhurnt sites can be dramatically 

altered by fire. 
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TREE-RATS 

Tree-rats have much larger home ranges than most woodland patches. As a result it is 

quite obvious that there is a reduction in hollow availability created by clearing in the 

Litchfield shire. The reduction in hollow availability is compounded by the fact that 

possums have elevated densities and are using more of what is left of the hollow 

resource in patches of remaining woodland. The smaller body form of tree-rats 

allows them to use hollows not accessible to possums, so they remain able to access 

apparently suitable shelter in the presence of large numbers of possums. Whilst I 

consider that I have clearly demonstrated shifts in patterns of hollow use by tree-rats, 

it does not follow that competition for hollows with possums is compromising 

viability of tree-rat populations. The vulnerability of this species is more likely to 

rise through the relatively small population that disconnected patches of the size 

found in rural Darwin are able to sustain. It is likely that highly fragmented habitats 

are unable to support viable populations for reasons unconnected to hollow 

availability. Although the restricted hollow dimensions used in the patches may 

reduce recruitment/survival in the long term in some way. Experiments that reveal 

the possibility of reduced survival rates of tree-rats as a result of limited hollow 

availability could he done by; removing possums from patches and monitoring the 

long term densities of tree-rats in patches and radio tracking them to see if larger 

hollows are utilised with increased survival rates/densities. Further, instead of 

removing possums, nest boxes designed to exclude possums (mentioned in 4.4.5) 

could he placed in patches to elevate hollow availability for tree-rats. This type of 

experiment may also separate shelter and food as the limiting factor of tree-rat 

densities in patches. 
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FIGURE A.1. The normal probability plot of residuals for the "PRESENCE 

/ABSENCE" logistic regression model. 
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FIGURE A.2. The observed number of hollows, and the predicted number of 

hollows a tree may posses, estimated from the "ALL TREES" model. 
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FIGURE A.4. The distribution of my data set and the expected distribution 

according to a Poisson distribution. 
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FI(;URE A.5. The layout of traps within a sampling grid, and surrounded by an area 

that attracts animals to the sampling grid. 
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FIGURE A.6. The trap layout for continuous site 1. Each sampling grid has 16 cage 

traps set as shown in figure A.2.. each sampling grid was set on the perimeter of a 

rectangle. and the area surrounding the rectangle which draws animals towards traps. 
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FIGURE A.7. Five categories of tree structural decline and the formation of branch and trunk hollows, 

calculated by the rapid assessment index. Tree height and canopy width to 1:140 scale, Trunk diameters 

and internal hollow widths drawn to 1:14 scale, and the number of major, minor and dead branches for 

each category. All tree character values for each category are presented in table 2.11. 
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TABLE A.8. Fishers exact test for pandanus use/not use as shelter by 18 possums in 

3 patches of woodland. Counts of possums compared to the counts of pandanus 

stems suitable as shelter for possums. 

Patches 

site I site 2 site 3 

No. pandanus 39 70 63 

No. possums 9 21 21 

Using pandanus 

Not using pandanus 5 3 2 
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